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and the ballot arguments. There are a long line of cases on that
point.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: Well, let me just pursue that
issue if I could. Let's assume just for the point of argument
that the measure does pass and the language of the proposition
reads that the Legislature shall enforce this section by
appropriate legislation and take all steps necessary to preserve
and enhance the role of English. It's the day after the
election, we're in Special Session, what do you expect us to do
specifically?
MR. DIAMOND: Of course, this is a constitutional
amendment, language is general and the Legislature, of course,
does have the responsibility of implementing a constitutional
amendment. Now, your question Assemblyman Isenberg is what do we
expect you to do? For one thing, I think we take a very hard
position, a very strong position in opposition to bilingual
ballots. Although, they are federally mandated, there are two
areas, San Francisco is one, Los Angeles provides some services,
we think these should be eliminated under this constitutional
amendment.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: All right, what else?
MR. DIAMOND: The state of California, I always have to
preface this because I get misinterpreted and jumped on up and
down this state, we are the strongest supporters of bilingual
education, strongest supporters, I have to repeat it, bilingual
education, but the state of California implements the federal
mandate on bilingual education to the tune of about half a
billion dollars a year, 500 million dollars. We think, and we
have plenty of evidence, that bilingual education programs in
this state are ineffective, that Spanish speaking children are
kept for four years or so in bilingual classes and English
speaking students are forced into bilingual classes to the
disservice of the Hispanic children and the disservice of those
who speak English.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: Specifically, Mr. Diamond, what
would you have us do on the teaching of English?
MR. DIAMOND: We would strongly recommend that there be
alternative programs, probably one is called ESL, English as a
Second Language. Children get exposed to English immediately and
that doesn't mean ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: I want to interrupt Mr. Isenberg
because one of the things we're not doing and I think is fair and
appropriate is (inaudible) I'd like you to finish your opening
statement, then Senator Hayakawa can make his opening statement
and then questions can be directed at both of you.
MR. DIAMOND: Okay, we stopped here on the services
going to be provided. We've heard all morning on the services
that are going to be eliminated such as police and interpreters
and social services. They're either coming from misinformed
people who have not read our initiative and ballot argument, have
not sought interpretation but run into these emotional and
inflammatory statements. I, in debating this subject all the way
from San Diego up through northern California, I hear a
programmed robotic paper being read. This is what it will do.
None of these things are true, Mr. Chairman. I said court
interpreters, they are specifically provided in there in justice
-
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Mission, here in San Francisco or Chinese (inaudible), that is
all nonsense. We use the terms private business, we use those
words, as being exempt under our constitutional amendment and our
ballot arguments. Whatever goes on in the marketplace will be
determined by the marketplace, whatever goes on in private
enterprise will be determined by private enterprise. We are very
specific, we're very clear and our language is clear so it is
appalling to me to hear witness after witness attempt to give you
this misinformation and it truly is.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Let me interrupt one thing.
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are different things. Now
they may be wr
in interpretation whe
r or not misinformation
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or if
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That, Mr.
Chairman and gentlemen .•.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: And Ms. Mojonnier.
MR. DIAMOND: Our English language, in a fundamental
sense, is us.
It is capital "U" and capital "S"; it is right; it
is best for our state and our country and for all
us.
SENATOR TORRES: Mr. Chairman?
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Yes. Yes. Mr. Torres
Mr.
Papan.
SENATOR TORRES: Mr. Diamond, on the issue of intent, do
you know a woman by the name of Terry Robbins?
MR. DIAMOND: She doesn't -- she was a
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English but she no longer has any role
or
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what
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organization) had numerous meetings in Miami
Burger King,
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r people
like her here in California who you may not
t support
you in your efforts, and their intent has consistent
been to,
for example, require or demand that McDonalds
Bur r King
change their menus from Spanish to Engli
;
Phil
Morris
no longer advertise in Spanish in Miami nei
What is befuddling to me is when
that you're not concerned about the fact
against your position on health and sa
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MR. DIAMOND: Well, I don't recall what ••.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Now you don't recall it; that's
different; all right, fine.
SENATOR TORRES: On page 11, the question from counsel
was, "Mr. Diamond would you please (inaudible) your testimony,"
and your answer was, on September 12th, 1986, "General rate
payers are willing to help their neighbors by paying for the
provision of emergency telephone services for non-English
speakers; the same public is opposed to a general subsidy of
nonemergency services for non-English speakers. While Pacific
should not ignore the urgent needs of its non-English speaking
customers, or potential customers, it should also not implement a
whole slew of nonemergency services as a matter of course and
charge them off to all rate payers. User fees for nonemergency
telephone services in languages other than English are
appropriate and should be implemented with concomitant reductions
in rates to general (inaudible)."
MR. DIAMOND: Yes. I think what is crucial in there
Senator Torres, is nonemergency services.
SENATOR TORRES: What is crucial in there is that you
were asking for user fees in defining what emergency is, or is
not, and that's my point. Some of your statements do not
reflect, accurately, what you're really talking about, and as I
said before, I'm not questioning your sincerity, Mr. Diamond, or
the fact that you've worked very hard in this endeavor, but I am
questioning you as to how people interpret your simplistic
initiative.
MR. DIAMOND: Do you want to explore what happened at
the Public Utilities Commission?
SENATOR TORRES: No, I don't want to.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: (Inaudible - voices overlay)
MR. ZALL: And, Mr. Chairman, that was a serious
misunderstanding of the prefiled testimony made. Under standard
rules of evidence, it is obvious that lawyers can require that
other portions of testimony which would have illuminated the
section quoted out of context.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: This isn't a court though.
SENATOR TORRES: Mr. Chairman, I'm not here to verify
the veracity of what Mr. Diamond said, I'm merely trying to point
out that his intent is not always what he says it is. For
example, in the San Jose Mercury News, he was quoted as saying,
regarding foreign language advertising, "Advertising should be
English only and that foreign language advertising will be an
issue in this campaign."
MR. ZALL: If I could just quote the one sentence that I
believe
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: One sentence; that's it.
MR. ZALL: .•. would address Mr. Torres' problem. Mr.
Diamond's prefiled testimony states, "Such emergency assistance
is vital and we have no quarrel with its financing through the
general rate structure if need be." That to me is not user fee.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: All right. Thank you. Mr. Hayakawa.
U.S. SENATOR SAM I. HAYAKAWA: Mr. Chairman, before I
start, may I ask you, is this a committee of inquiry or are you a
debating society to argue against the US English campaign?
-
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CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
It is a
iry. We may
ask hostile questions but I try to
stions.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA:
I haven't seen much
lance so
r.
SENATOR TORRES: You weren't here on time, Mr. Hayakawa.
should have been here at 9:30.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Thank
very
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Mr. Hayakawa, let me state this:
It
is a committee of inquiry. The people on
is
ttee have
opinions; they're free to state their opinions as are you.
That's why you're here. If you don't feel
're
to it,
that's all right.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Thank you. First,
me
I have
prepared a two page statement for distr
ion,
tions often
asked about Proposition 63" and the answers deali
drivers'
license tests in foreign languages, etc., etc.,
ephone company
services, and so on, bilingual education, etc., are all
lt
with, briefly, in these two pages, and I invite ever
including the distinguished committee of i
iry, to
themselves to this paper.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Are the copies avai
?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: I brought at least fifty copies but I
don't know if that's enough.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Why don't you start
the
committee? Would the sergeant please get us
e
ies
distribute them to the press who are present, and then
rest
can be available to the audience as are avai
e.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Mr. Chairman, I want to get away from
all the legalisms that have been discussed
re.
I want to talk
about myself. Why I believe what I believe.
I was born and
brought up in Canada. When I was about 20
s
, I was
invited by Canadian friends in Winnipeg to visit International
Falls, Minnesota. We were just going for a hol
weekend.
When we got to the U.S. border, Immigration offic ls r
sed
entry, despite the protestations
my fri
t we'd
in Canada in two days or three
SENATOR TORRES:
t
too Senator.
HAYAKAWA: All i
citizen,
and brought up in Ca
"It
n't matter," said
"You are Japanese
race
t
Uni
States." Th s was in 1927.
awarded a graduate fellowsh
to
is time I had no difficulty about
I came on a student visa
In 1935 I got my
.D. from
sconsin,
and thereafter, in 1936 I was hir
instructor in
Engli
in the Universi
of
sconsin Extens
, so I had
returned to Canada to be readmitted
new documentat
nowadays known as a "green card." It
res
nee
so long as I continued to be
ich I was
admitted,
t I still could not
naturaliz
1 of you know, I'm sure,
regards immigration of oriental
ion
Act was passed in 1882; then came
Act of
1925, and
se
ni
to
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CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Mr. Hayakawa, just one second; would
you give us a copy of the statement that you brought here? They
want to xerox it.
I'm sorry. Thank you very much.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: As I was saying, both Chinese and
Japanese Exclusion Acts, and these laws denied
these two
people even a small immigration quota which wou
have made them
naturalizable, but they did not grant that quota.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Was that the Walter-McCarren Act?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: No. That comes later.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: That comes later.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Yes. And, I remai
legally unable
to become an American citizen until these laws were changed and
they were changed, Mr. Chairman, in 1952 by the Walter-McCarren
Act which eliminated race as a barrier to immigration and
naturalization, and I finally became an American citizen in
naturalization ceremonies in Chicago in 1954,
ceased to be
the one foreigner in a family of one wife and three children -all of them Americans.
Now, in the year they passed the Walter-McCarren Act, I
was invited to teach summer session at San Francisco State
College.
I was surprised at this invitation by a California
institution because, ever since high school and college days I
had known that California was a principal source, in the United
States, of anti-Chinese and anti-Japanese agitation and
propaganda. However, I did accept the invitation. I taught the
summer of 1952 and enjoyed the experience very much.
At the end of the summer, Professor (inaudible),
Department Chairman, asked me if I would like a permanent
position at San Francisco State, and I said, right away, "Nothing
doing.
I've enjoyed myself here; I like my colleagues; I like my
students; but I don't want to bring up my children here in the
anti-oriental climate for which California is so very famous."
"Well, 11 Dr. Schroeder said, "come again next summer for another
summer school." So, and she said, "Bring the whole family." So
I came back in the summer of 1953 and then the summer after that
in 1954. In 1955 we all moved to California and we've never
regretted our move.
Now, many of you know, I'm afraid, the rest of the
story. As Professor of English, I continued to teach, to write,
give public lectures, and suddenly, in the midst
wild student
turmoil, I found myself President of San Francisco State College .
Then, a very few years after that, the good
e of
California elected me to be their United States Senator to
represent them in Washington.
Now, what had happened to that California I had read
about in high school? What happened to the Cali rnia where
every politician who aspired to public office
upon the
fears of the rising tide of color -- the yellow
ril that would
inundate the United States if those yellow people weren't kept
out? Now, what I'm leading up to is the fact that
i
many had
been surprised at a Japanese becoming President of an American
university, and many more were even more surpris
at his
becoming United States Senator, I'm the individual who is most
surprised. Most surprised.
The point I'm making is that racism in America is
neither unchanging nor implacable. As we
are
ildren
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and grandchildren of immigrants have become assimilated, the
prejudice against the damn Dago, the dumb Pollacks, the shanty
Irish, the chinky-chinky Chinaman, and the sly Jap -- all of
these have dissolved into distant memories to appear no more -not even in comic strips.
Now, when I went to the Congress, I read with some
surprise, the names of the members of the Senate and the House.
In the Congress which I had the honor to serve, there were such
names as these: Abbras, Codabo, Biaggi, Boschwitz, Puegot,
Gonzales, Hammerschmidt, Javitts, Laxalt, Bereuterr,
Rostenkowski, Matsunaga, Tsongas, Vander Jagt, Jirinski -- all
foreigners -- foreign names.
American political leadership, like leadership in other
fields, is full of foreign names. Among our governors of states
are Atiyeh of Oregon, Ariyoshi of Hawaii, Cuomo of New York,
Sununu of New Hampshire, Dukakis of Massachusetts and let's not
forget George Deukmejian, whose name is even harder to spell than
mine.
In short, America is an open society -- more open than
any other in the world and the people of every race and every
color, of every culture, are welcome here to create a life for
themselves and their families. This process is going to go on,
Mr. Chairman, and within the lifetime of the people here in this
room, new names, strange names from new places -- new to us -will take their place in business and industry, show business and
sports, in government and the military. Names from Vietnam or
Laos or Cambodia from India, from Ethiopia or Indonesia, names
from Paraguay or Iraq -- like all of us. They'll not be
completely welcomed; there will be some people who'll keep asking
where the hell those people come from. The question was also
asked, is there no way to send them back? We were all greeted
that way. But people long ago quit asking where Deukmejian and
Hayakawa came from and, as time goes on, we shall also take in
the newcomers and learn to live with them, and even become proud
of them, as we have done so many times before.
Now, what will all these strangers that enter into the
American mainstream have in common? They will have learned
English. English is the key to participation; the opportunities
and self-realization that American life has to offer. As I see
the rich variety of people who cross our borders from Latin
America, or who come to our shores from Europe or Asia or Africa,
I look forward eagerly to the main things they will do that will
make America richer in culture; richer in potentialities; richer
in the rewards that life can offer.
So, let me come back to the English Language Amendment,
Proposition 63. It is a measure, Mr. Chairman, aimed as much at
future generations as the people who vote today. With English as
our official language and therefore our unifying force, it
enables all of us to participate fully in American life. We can
and shall continue to be enriched by the talents and the cultural
gifts that people bring from all over the world. The English
Language Amendment says above all, "Let's see to it that our
children and our young people learn English. Let's not deny them
the opportunity to participate in American life so they can go as
far as their talents and dreams can take them."
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Now, Proposition 63 is vigorously opposed by militant
ethnic organizations such as the League of United Latin-American
Citizens, the Japanese-American Redress Committee, the Chinese
Affirmative Action, and the like. Each of these is organized to
fight against the injustices suffered, or about to be suffered,
by the ethnic group they claim to represent. Natural ,
reaction of such organizations is to view any new idea, having to
do with them, to welcome those with suspicion and fear. I wonder
if you realize that one such organization asked, in all
seriousness, if the California English campaign had a secret plan
to have certain targeted minorities sterilized? That's how far
paranoia can go. Far from targeting Hispanics, or Asians, or
anybody else for special mistreatment, Proposition 63 is a
measure to strengthen the ties that bind us together -- all of
us, whatever national origin or race, to the magical bond of a
common language.
Perhaps a measure such as Proposition 63 is difficult
for these defensive organizations, these ethnic organizations, to
understand. Their reason for existence is fear; fear of unfair
treatment, fear of discrimination, fear of the majority culture.
President Woodrow Wilson showed his understanding of
this minority group mentality when he said in an address to new
citizens in Philadelphia, in 1915, "You cannot become Americans
if you think of yourselves in groups. America does not consist
of groups. A man who thinks of himself as belonging to a
particular group, in America, has not yet become an American and
the man who goes among us to trade on your nationality is no
worthy son to live under the Stars and Stripes."
There is also to remember what President Theodore
Roosevelt said about the real danger of this (inaudible) problem
of a nation of immigrants. The one absolutely certain way of
bringing this nation to ruin, of preventing all possibility of
continuing to exist as a nation at all, would be to permit it to
become a tangle of squabbling nationalities.
What Presidents Wilson and Roosevelt sa
i
massive immigration, remains urgently true today.
is, are we or are we not, going to remain one nation i
e?
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Mr. Papan.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Mr. Hayakawa, your last statement
the concern about the squabbling, whether we remain a united
nation. Being a product of a family where the first language was
not English, and remembering the period that extended from the
time you arrived here in 1927, I think you're familiar with the
expression, "Speak English; this is America." And, it permeated
all through our society, and we paid a price for that, because in
1940, we had to scurry around to find people who spoke another
language. We all managed to learn English; we all managed to
become -- at least make an effort to become part of the
mainstream and contribute.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Do you have a quest
, sir?
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Pardon?
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Wait a minute --wait, wait. You're
not in the Senate anymore. I'm not trying to be r
to
but
he is on the panel. If you don't want to answer his
stion,
obviously you have a right to leave, but otherwise
has a right
to ask the question. Let him ask it.
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SENATOR HAYAKAWA: (Inaudible).
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: He'll get to it.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: What I am concerned about is that -I know your motives and the gentleman's (next to you) motives -that you're not being used, possibly, for causing the ki
of
dissension in our society for the misunderstanding
is kind
of a measure, when applied, could create -- the kind of division
that resulted in many of us feeling that social pressure early in
our lives. I'm still smarting from the Walter-McCarren Act that
said Northern Europeans were more desirable than other Europeans.
I didn't put that on the books; and there weren't many that came
from my part of Europe that were members of Congress in those
days.
Now the progress you've talked about -- in spite of the
fact that there were many of us who spoke another language, we
haven't been hindered. We made great progress. Why insert this
kind of proposition; why put it on the ballot, because, sir, your
motives may be good -- and I have no doubt that they are -- but
they are divisive; they're causing the kind
concern that
caused you to have some hesitancy about moving to California.
They're giving birth to the kind of fear that we lived
with -- many of us, you and I, for example. It is the kind of
thinking that doesn't belong in our society. What language you
speak is incidental. English is not bei
threatened. It never
has been. Because, the same arguments were used when I was a boy
in the '30s and I went to school not knowing any English, and the
expression again, I repeat, "This is America, talk English.
That was only a (inaudible} disguise for what they were thinking.
They felt threatened by the particular group that I came from.
Senator Hayakawa, your supporting a measure like this
tends to contribute the kind of thinking that you and I had to
live under. We cannot afford to put a measure like this into
law, or cause the legislature to do it, because of the kind
distinction Senator Torres plays. You're
i
us ,
it s
wrong. You lived it. How many of our fri
and relatives
started school not knowing any English?
to
rs
what we were subjected to, and I think
can
rs
Your motives may be good, but you're
rting Cali
nia
and you're hurting our society by proceeding
something that
I don't fully understand your motives. The
ficial language -is there any doubt on the use of English? Is
re
threat to
the English language? Is that what you're
is
this kind of xenophobia that has permeated to
like the
Walter-McCarren Act to be put on the books; the kind of laws that
restricted Armenians and Asians from owning proper
These are
the people you're catering to.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Let him respond. Would you like to
respond to his question?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Yes, and Mr. Papan,
m glad
brought up the Walter-McCarren Act, although it
liberalize
things slightly for the Asians, and the
Citizens League lobbied for it like crazy, I
at
the time because I was perfectly aware that it
very, very drastic prejudice against South Europeans. Because it
was in the previous theories of immigration that
North
Europeans were superior to Central Europeans who were superior to
South Europeans who were really the bottom
rrel.
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Anyway, you understand that, with a lot of objections,
there was the Walter-McCarren Act. It did one good thing for me
-- although, as I say, I fought it because the South European
prejudice continued in the Act. Fortunately, all of those things
are gone now, and I hope you agree with me that that is a
blessing, indeed.
I only want to say one thing. I'm not being used by
anybody. This whole thing was my damn idea and I have nursed
this idea ever since watching my native Canada splitting itself
in two in the 1960s and '70s, over an attempt -- a misguided
attempt -- of a very ambitious, French-Canadian group, to impose
the French language upon non-French speaking provinces, like
Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia, where
the French speaking population was less than 2 percent.
But, when you get ethnic loyalties stirred up, this is
the kind of irrational responses often created, and I don't want
the United States of America to go through the agony that Canada
has been going through the past couple of decades on the two
language business. Essentially, these are my basic reasons. On
top of the basic reason, is my profound gratitude to the United
States of America which has given me the opportunities which I've
enjoyed and been so proud of. I want to see that kind of
opportunity be left open for everybody else.
One of the dreams I have, sir, is that one of these
days, there's going to be an illegal immigrant crossing the
border from Mexico and he's going to have an American born son.
That son is going to get a good education because of the pressure
from his parents. He gets a better education and better
education as time goes on, and ultimately he makes a great
success of himself and may even represent California in the
United States Senate. There's nothing in our laws, our practices
or our customs to prevent this from happening. The boy is a
legitimate American citizen and there is nothing to prevent him
from becoming a United States Senator, even the President. Now
this is the kind of open society this is, it is totally in
contrast with a society like Japan, which is really a closed
society. It is even closed to Koreans and Chinese who look just
like them.
So, you will understand, Mr. Papan, you'll understand
that the basis of my Constitutional Amendment is a sense of
profound gratitude and happiness that I am an American and I've
been enjoying the privilege of enjoying the life of an American
and taking advantage of the opportunities it has given to me.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Thank you. Yes, Mr. Isenberg, Mr.
Polanco and then Mr. Torres.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: I would like to go back to the
question I was pursuing before and that is what you want the
Legislature to do when we go back into session should this pass,
and I know that you would like to wipe out bilingual ballots in
San Francisco and Los Angeles if they are not otherwise required
by federal law. And then you would like something on bilingual
instruction and I think that's the argument -- that you were
getting to the argument, Mr. Diamond, that total immersion is the
only way to do it and anything else is unacceptable.
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rsion s
r term,
MR. DIAMOND: No, sir.
terms.
structured immersion, and there are a number
rsonally
nk
the most
The nearest thing that I
i
as a
language,
effective for immigrant children is
the term is ESL.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA:
answe
?
MR. DIAMOND: Please.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: I made a 1 tt
statement on
is
allowing the decision of the U.S. Supreme Court
in 1974,
that the Bay Area public schools teach
lish to non-English
speaking pupils, "denies them a meaningful
rtunity to
participate in public educational programs
thus violates
Section 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
Insofar as
bilingual education, so-called, fails to t
ish
children of limited English proficiency, as has
ten been
charged, its methods, where ineffective
11 be
ject
legal
challenge. Where bilingual methods are success
in the
teaching of English, there will be no problem." That is my
position on this.
MR. DIAMOND: If I may add just this
ick sentence,
Assemblyman Isenberg, the dropout rate of Hispanic students, as
you well know, ranges somewhere between 50-80 percent at this
date. That is shocking. A whole generation of students is being
wiped out in terms of opportunities in this soci
One
component, there are certainly others, but one component is their
inability to function, to be fluent and literate in English, to
make out a job application, look at our television circuitry, be
able to manipulate in the world, understand it, entrance into the
community college, colleges and universities. Our bilingual
education program is one component of
t.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: Well, we're not arguing the case.
Earlier this year, the Rand Corporation
out a report on
Hispanic immigration to California-- I'm sure you've seen it -pointing out that as is true with vir
every
r
grant
move to the United States in our his
generation, 93 percent speak
ish
exc
ively. By the third
rat
retention of native language. Putti
you expect the Legislature to do if
s
we've got one thing we're going to argue
bilingual education methods. You want to
s
in San Francisco -- what else?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Let me r
the statement I distributed -- what will
63
is approved by voters, what changes
11
of (inaudible) •.. state and local
or
effect on people's lives? Proposit
inue to
no change on people's lives. Most businesses
Many
conduct in English, certainly the business
businesses will continue to conduct in
Angeles, or Chinese in Chinatown.
ficial
The basic reason for desi
ti
to
ng of a
language
the state of Californ
vision
second official language for Cali
or
thereof.
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ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:
Is that, Senator, then
that
will be a practical effect, I understand that.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: That's right.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: It will require a constitutional
amendment to change that. But, the language that says the
Legislature has to pass laws consistent wi
is and must take
steps to implement this rule -- that's what puzzles me.
I just
want to know, affirmatively, what you expect us to do should this
pass.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA:
I don't expect you do to anything
indicative.
MR. DIAMOND: May I? I want you to do one thing in the
Assembly and in the Senate, our Legislature, because you've heard
statements here, throughout the morning, of the, whatever it is,
the 40,000 that the Los Angeles Times reports, adults, who are
unable to get into •..
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: 100,000 in Los Angeles, 40,000 in
(inaudible).
MR. DIAMOND: 100,000, all right. But our
constitutional amendment, Assemblyman Isenberg, we would be the
first ones to stand in line for this Legislature and say, "See,
the constitutional amendment says English is the official
language of the state of California. Your responsibility in the
Legislature, the Assembly and the Senate, is to provide the
funds, the facilities, the teachers, the classes for taking care
of this and we want to call it an emergency".
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: So, let me just give you an
example -- if the governor were to veto the bill that is on his
desk now, Mr. Brown's bill, which would extend bilingual programs
and also effect the funding, is it your opinion that under this
constitutional amendment, if adopted, a citizen could go to court
and require that the court order full funding for those programs,
irrespective of the governor's veto?
MR. DIAMOND: Well, of course, as you well know, the
citizen can go to court. What the case is
ing to be about and
how the court is going to rule, I don't know. Now, again, I have
put all of this in the contents of, whether i
is AB 2813 or
anything else, that we are the strongest supporters of bilingual
education. We do have serious problems with the techniques, the
methods, and certainly the ineffectiveness of
program.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: Okay, well, I've got two things
for sure, and one thing maybe. You want to ban bilingual ballots
in San Francisco and Los Angeles. You want to have no other
language declared official language in the state of California
and then we are arguing about what is the proper method of
teaching bilingual language in schools.
Is there anything else
affirmatively required by this amendment?
MR. DIAMOND: Yes, in the language itself, the
initiative, the Legislature is required to examine all
legislation re (inaudible). Does the legislation enhance the
role of English? Does the legislation ignore
role of
English?
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: Well, what
mean?
MR. DIAMOND: Well, that can only
ned by the
legislation-- I'm not, I'm not .••
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ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: Mr. Diamond, I am trying to be
relatively neutral in these questions because the law that the
courts will have to interpret is the law that the voters will or
will not approve. And if it is not clear on its face what's
required, and you can't explain, or as far as I can tell, you
can't explain what the options and alternat
11 be, how can
a court interpret it?
MR. DIAMOND: Well, I can give you these three specifics
anyway.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: Wait a minute. Do you see -- let
me just say, I know you were angry at the opponents before for
making charges that hypothetical things would happen that would
never have happened. They didn't go so far as to say no state
cafeteria funded with public money can list the word "spaghetti"
on its menu because that's a foreign word. But, I suppose, you
know, if given enough time they would say that.
The issue is because if you give any citizen, any
citizen, any person in California, the right to file a lawsuit,
you can be sure the most scruple lawsuits will be filed and the
issue is, as I understand it, whether your organization, all
three of you here speak officially for the sponsors of the
initiative, as I understand it, that whether your organization
wants to say, "No, it only applies to these things and it doesn't
apply to anything else," or whether you want to leave it open for
the inventive work of the citizens and lawyers to expand on.
MR. DIAMOND: No. May I add this, Assemblyman Isenberg
-- the Legislature also can set up constraints, limitations on
procedure, process, types of legislation that could be included
under this constitutional amendment. So, you have your own area
of control plus the courts, as you well know, in all our history,
can throw out the frivolous, the off-the-wall, the screwball,
or ..•
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: Let me just you an example. In
the Assembly chambers in Sacramento, there is a slogan painted on
the walls over the podium that says, "It is
duty of the
Legislature to enact just law." The slogan is in Latin.
Arguably, arguably, we ought to change that i
lish. It is
government money, government expenditure, and what s more
symbolic than a Latin phrase in the lawmaking body, of one of the
lawmaking bodies, of the State Legislature?
MR. DIAMOND: Well, you're asking what
about
Latin symbolism? I think it is fine if you, the
islature, are
content with it, and if it has some significance for you and for
the citizens of this state, by all means, keep it.
If you want me to say take it off because it isn't
within the constitution .••
,
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: No, but it
all steps
necessary."
MR. DIAMOND: Well, I think that "all steps necessary"
gives you all the latitude you need.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: To remove it, or to keep it?
MR. DIAMOND: To keep it.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: I'll just
a last point -- the
problem, and Senator Hayakawa, you've been very
rect on this
issue, and I have underlined your statement where you were going
ahead with your testimony, it seems to me that
most
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disturbing aspect of Proposition 63 is it says everything to
everyone and nothing at the same time. Your first sentence,
"will produce little or no change in people's lives." One of the
difficulties with constitutional amendments or laws of any kind,
is that they seem to suggest that a change for the better will
occur, and as we go through this you say, no, we
't mean that,
no, we don't mean that, no, you are free to do this, there is a
point at which somebody can say, "Why are we going through the
effort if no effect will result?"
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: I think I've answered that. That is
that the basic reason for designating English as the official
language of the state of California is to prevent the naming of a
second official language for California or for any political
division thereof. If someone wants to say Chinese ought to be
the second language of San Francisco, we can say, "No, that's
pre-empted."
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: No, but, Senator, do you agree,
for example, with Mr. Diamond that another legal impact of this
is to ban bilingual ballots in San Francisco and Los Angeles?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Well, no, I don't think so because
bilingual ballots are mandated by federal law and we, as a state,
can do nothing about it.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: No, I understand that. But Mr.
Diamond said at least to the extent we can do it under federal
law, he would like to ban bilingual ballots in San Francisco and
Los Angeles.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Well, there is one very important
point, sir, that people ignore when it comes to bilingual
ballots, and that is that the naturalization law says that one
must be able to read, write and speak English in ordinary usage,
and I quote directly, in order to become a citizen.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: I understand that.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Then, you also have to be a citizen
in order to vote.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: Yes, but you can
a citizen by
birth as well as by naturalization, Senator.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Yes, but if you're a citizen by birth
you've gone to an American public school by the t
you're
eighteen.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: No argument. I guess what I'm
trying to figure out from the sponsors, and the three of you are
sitting there and I assume since we are tape recordi
this and
will prepare a transcript, I assume all three of you agree that
the intent of this measure is being expressed by your words
today. If any of you disagree with that please tell me.
MR. DIAMOND: Yeah, I think it's very important to say
that our English is the official language of California. We use
the word "official", Assemblyman Isenberg. We must emphasize it.
Now that is at the state level. That means all the state
business, all the governmental agencies, must be ..•
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: You can stop. What you're saying
is, and Senator Hayakawa said it in his statement, that business
and government will be conducted in English, but you accept
health and safety and all kinds of other things.
t isn't
accepted?
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SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Well, a debate in the state Assembly
in a language other than English.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: For example, when we have foreign
visitors to the legislative chambers it would be improper to let
one of the foreign visitors speak in his or her language?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Not at all. But you would have to
have an interpreter for them.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: Oh, I understand that, Senator,
but we do.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: All right, well, that's fine then.
But, the foreign visitor is not a member of the Assembly, after
all.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: Thank you very much, Mr.
Chairman.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Mr. Polanco.
ASSEMBLYMAN RICHARD POLANCO: Yes, I have a couple of
questions. The first quest1on is why are the proponents of this
proposition giving the impression that English is under attack?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Let me work on this. I wonder if you
know of Mayor Ferre, former mayor of Miami, Florida, who said,
explicitly, "We don't need English anymore in Dade County.'' That
the official language of that county shall be Spanish, or there
are other people, Hispanic leaders, who've said, "We are going to
have a second official language here. America has to become a
bilingual nation." Now, I don't know how serious these people
were but the fact that they were people in a position of
responsibility and making such statements naturally raises my
concern. I think that one language is necessary to unite us.
How on earth do we understand the hordes of people from different
nations of the world who come to join us unless we have a common
language to talk to each other?
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: Then, based on your answer,
Senator, do you believe that based on one opinion or one
statement, then, are you also of the opinion and do you stand by
the belief that Shockly had when he made reference to Whites ... ,
or Blacks, excuse me, being inferior to Whites?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: What? What's this?
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: Shockly.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Shockly?
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: It has a lot to do with it. It
has a lot to do with it because all you've made mention of is one
statement from a mayor, former mayor of Miami. Is this the
reason, is this the seed that planted this particular movement?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Look, Shockly is a real nut as far as
I'm concerned. I've thought so for years. So why do you bring
him up?
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: For the simple reason that you've
used a statement that has been made as the seed for this
particular movement.
MR. DIAMOND: Oh, let me add two more, if I may. Mario
Obledo, when he was President of LULAC, League for United Latin
American Citizens. He said, "All children should speak Spanish
and English. Radio commercials, television commercials, should
be in English and Spanish." Wait, I'm going to give you a third
now. Let me cite these. He's in a powerful position. He is the
President of the National Association of Bilingual Educators. A
-
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powerful lobbying group for bilingual
Dr. Gonzalez
says that, essentially, with changing
r
ics in this
country we should begin to look very serious
at Canada as an
example. And what Dr. Gonzalez says, essentia
, is that we'd
better think about two official languages in this country. In a
powerful position. Those are concerns we
Polanco.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: So, based on the statements of
three individuals, this state, this count , is now to be very
alarmed about the fact, because you've quoted
ree individuals
who say bilingualism is, in essence, needed and is good.
MR. DIAMOND: Well, I, as a citizen, plus 6,200,000
Californians are certainly concerned.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: So then the issue is really
bilingualism and not so much English language
MR. DIAMOND: No. We're saying that
ish has been
the most powerful unifying force in this country in our 200
years. That's what we want to keep. That's what --our
Constitution makes that statement.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: Recently, the
Bureau shows
that 89 percent of Hispanics 5 years or older speak only English.
Where's the concern?
MR. DIAMOND: Well, I don't know
s tistic ...
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: Of Hispanic chi ren. Where's the
concern?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Sir, I would like
that we do
not know what the future will hold. Whether we're going to have
more Spanish-speaking immigrants or an enormous flood of
immigrants from some other country who will insist on preserving
their own language at the expense of Engli
We don't know.
And this is like an insurance policy; it's like a protective
device. Let's think about the whole future, not 1987 or 1988,
we've the 20th and 21st centuries. And every great nation which
is not ethnically uniform, like Japan, eve
great nation has to
designate an official language for the wor s
rnment. And
it's been done all around the world by one nat
after another
because there are enough languages there to cause
misunderstanding among the people, or open strife, as in the case
of Sri Lanka. And, therefore, we just des
te one
ficial
language. And this simply is a regard of our nat
unity into
the future. And I'm not thinking nearly as
t is
happening at immigration offices and on
Cali rnia
today, I am thinking of what's going to happen
AD.
MR. DIAMOND: Yeah, may I add a persona comment, Mr.
Chairman and Assemblyman Polanco? My specific interest,
overriding interest, in many ways is in our Hi
ic community.
I think our educational service is a disser ce to
That
is, my own and my wife's background. I think what we are doing,
in a very powerful way, to our Hispanic communi
is that, if you
want to function in this society, we try to
s kind of
an incentive. If you are fluent, if you are
in English,
the channels open up for you. We are sayi
out in the
body. Get into the mainstream." The root
in English
language. That's where the opportunities
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Senator Torres.
-
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SENATOR TORRES: Mr. Diamond, you said earlier that it
was bilingual education which caused the dropout rate to be so
high in California. Is that a correct quotation?
MR. DIAMOND: No. One component, of many. I know the
socioeconomic problems are a lot of the cause.
SENATOR TORRES: I was just concerned about that
comment. But, you also said earlier that you favor the immersion
type of program to learn English, is that correct?
MR. DIAMOND: No, sir, it isn't. It's total immersion.
There are a number of terms that are used: immersion, structured
immersion. The one that I lean toward is called ESL, English as
a second language, which means, in a sense, that that immigrant
child coming into the classroom begins to hear English. Not in a
hard, unalterable way, but immediately begins to get exposed to
English. Rather than being taught in his or her primary
language.
SENATOR TORRES: Well then, again I'm getting
conflicting signals from you as part of your representatives
argue that total immersion is the key to learning English.
MR. DIAMOND: We don't have an official position,
Senator Torres.
SENATOR TORRES: All right, that's why it's difficult.
Because there doesn't appear to be an official position on many
of the coordinations which reflect upon the intention and the
scope of this initiative.
I'm concerned that •.. let me indicate to you, first of
all, so that you know publicly that I have never favored the
usage of a language other than English in California, number one.
Number two, that I am not in favor of declaring any other
language, whether it be Chinese, Japanese, or Spanish. Number
ree, I do not wish to live in Quebec, I was born in Los Angeles
of one undocumented parent and one United States citizen who was
born in Filmore, working in the fields there. So I don't want to
live in Quebec, nor experience Quebec in any form. I want to
live in California and as a Californian. But I think it's
important that you know that I also think it's important that my
children learn how to speak a language other than English. I
think that's extremely important. I would hope that they learn
how to speak computer, Japanese, and Spanish so that they would
be able to deal in, and Chinese, because they would be able to
deal with a community which is becoming smaller all the way
around. So I feel insulted when you, Sam, and you, Mr. Diamond,
suggest that I want to live in Quebec or that we want another
Quebec or that we want an official language other than English.
We don't, and 98 percent of Latino parents across this, 95
percent, of Latino parents across this nation in a survey taken
in 1985 clearly point out that that's the fact.
But the question, perhaps, that I am most concerned
about is that, in your brochures you argue that, "Some spokesmen
for ethnic groups demand government funding to maintain separate
ic institutions." What are you boys talking about? What
ethnic institutions are these spokesmen, and who are these
spokesmen that are calling for government funding of separate
ethnic institutions?
MR. DIAMOND: Well, may I first respond to your own
background, because it's not, in some ways, dissimilar to mine.
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we insisted, as our children were growing up, that the language
in the home be Spanish and it was. And they are. They're truly
bilingual. I don't, we're not in disagreement at all. What I do
add, in a way, is what are the important languages in the world
today?
SENATOR TORRES: But Mr. Diamond,
is that you
and I and Mr. Hayakawa have never been in disagreement in terms
of our intent. What worries me are the kooks who support you;
some of whom you've already disregarded: Miss Robbins in Florida
and Arcurie in Monterey Park. Sam Hayakawa said on national
public radio when he was debating me in Berkeley just a few weeks
ago that he was one of the kooks that he no longer wants to
associate with. But those kooks are going to be given tremendous
power under your initiative to file a lawsuit. So, again, I have
to say, I respect your intent, your sincerity, but it doesn't
matter what you think or what I think. What matters is that the
ambiguity stated in this initiative is going to allow people who
do not share a humanistic and, if at all, a well-mannered
approach to coexistence in this society, from utilizing the
provisions in your initiative. So what ethnic institutions are
we asking separate funding for?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Senator Torres, which one of us,
including yourself, has no kooks in their retinue?
SENATOR TORRES: I'm not sponsoring an initiative.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: No, but we all have our kooks,
including you.
SENATOR TORRES: All right, well, that's debatable. I
don't know too many kooks in my life. I'm just saying that the
ones that you have I don't particularly respect. But what ethnic
institution, Sam, are you saying that we want to support with
government funding? You make that charge in your brochure.
"Spokesmen for ethnic groups demand government funding to
maintain separate ethnic institutions." That's a clear statement
to that white person out there, watch out for these colored folks
because they're going to come after our taxpayer money to support
separate ethnic institutions. That's exactly what your brochure
says. Where are they?
MR. DIAMOND: Yeah. I can get you the names and the
organizations they represent if you wish, Senator, and I will do
it.
SENATOR TORRES: But what separate ethnic institutions?
This is your brochure.
MR. DIAMOND: Yeah. I will get you the names of the
organizations and the persons who said it, the ones we name in
that brochure.
SENATOR TORRES: "The erosion of English and the rise of
other languages in public life have several causes. Some
spokesmen ••• " this is from your "In Defense of Our Common
Language" brochure of which you're listed along with a number of
other people, US English, "where ethnic groups reject the melting
pot ideal. They label assimilation a betrayal of their native
cultures and demand government funding to maintain separate
ethnic institutions." That's really outrageous for you to say
that without quoting what ethnic institutions and who these
people are. That's misleading.
-
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MR. DIAMOND:
I will get them.
I
11 name them for you
and I will name the people who made those statements.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: All right, fine.
You'll submit that
for the record.
MR. DIAMOND: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: How long?
MR. DIAMOND: Probably today.
I'll try to get them
within the next 48 hours, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: All right, Mr. Diamond. Send that to
my office.
MR. DIAMOND: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Thank you.
SENATOR TORRES: Thank you. Mr. Diamond, secondly, you
constantly say that bilingual education is a failure.
You
constantly say that it's being funded by five hundred million
dollars or close to a billion dollars in some of your campaign
literature. That's not true, Mr. Diamond. The federal
government has never received funding for bilingual education
more than two hundred million dollars a year and on the average
of about a hundred fifty million dollars a year nationally. But
for you to argue that there's five hundred million etcetera,
etcetera, just really isn't accurate.
I'm sorry, do you have to
be excused? Oh, all right. But that's not the question I wish
to ask. What concerns me is what happened in the Soviet Union in
1959. Do you realize then that the Twenty-second Communist Party
Congress issued a party program for the Soviet people demanding
that only Russian should be spoken in the Soviet Union? Which
was an attempt to subdue the Tartar population. Which at that
time was in a very difficult situation. That was promoted in
1959. As I read the history of that, it's so similar to what I
hear you and Sam saying.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: May I ask what the similarity is?
SENATOR TORRES: The similarity is that you're asking
for one official language to ''merge and fuse and reta
further
development of other national cultures because the national
informed socialistic content formula must appear intact. Because
Russian should be the only language that should
spoken." Our
dear friend, Nikita Krushchev, and you are in the same camp.
Because ...
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Have we ever said that no one should
speak ...
SENATOR TORRES: No, all I'm sayi
is .•. Sam, Sam, all
I'm saying is that we've had this discussion before. And you
said what happened in the past, and neither of us can be
responsible for what happened in the past. But what's so ironic
is that history repeats itself.
As the sole language that ought to be used for the same
kinds of ''lofty ideals that you promulgate", I'm concerned
because that brings Big Brother through the use
the courts and
this standing to sue initiative, brings in the other areas which
I am concerned about. And so I ask again, what
forts have you
made since US English-only started to provide
English-only
classes? I've never seen any of you in the Capi
to lobby for
any literacy or English supported or ESL programs, not bilingual,
because I know you wouldn't do that, but you have never been to
any of our offices, to any committee meeting in the 12 years that
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I've been there in the Legislature, to argue for ESL, that we
ought to help people learn how to speak English. That kind of
hypocrisy is unbelievable.
MR. DIAMOND: Sir, let me point out ••• I'll make a
quick statement.
I hope you're not packaging us, that is Senator
Hayakawa and myself, with Russian authoritarianism and their
goals.
SENATOR TORRES: No, I'm packaging you with (multiple
voices).
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
(multiple voices) Wait, wait!
I'm
going to ask you to be removed.
I don't want you talking out,
all right? I don't want anybody to do that. This is a hearing,
it is not a show or circus. I'm trying to restore order on both
sides. Don't compound the problem.
SENATOR TORRES: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. No, I am not
comparing you to a Russian. I'm comparing you to the analogy
which is very similar, and that is, there is an authoritarianism
in your approach to your ••.
MR. DIAMOND: Not so ..•
(inaudible).
SENATOR TORRES:
.•• The same authoritarianism which
pervaded the 22nd Communist Party Congress in 1959, which was
further supported by Breshnev later on, in terms of the history
that I've read.
MR. DIAMOND: Well, of course, that's terribly unfair,
to relate us to Communist authority.
SENATOR TORRES: No, I never said you were Communists.
MR. DIAMOND:
I have said three or four times, that all
cultures, all languages, all customs are precious in the history
of this country, are to be protected, maintained, enhanced, if
that's what you'd like. These are public, but these are not in
the initiative.
(multiple voices).
SENATOR TORRES: That's not in the initiative. The only
thing you want to enhance is English, that's what the initiative
says. And like I said before, you're both I'm sure lovely,
well-meaning gentlemen in your own respects; but it doesn't
matter what you think or feel, because the initiative says that
only English will be enhanced and everyone shall have a standing
to sue in court to make sure that that happens, based on their
opinion. So what Mr. Isenberg stated earlier, even Latin could
conceivably, although it seems outrageous and ludicrous, but you
know and I know that somebody might just try it, even Latin could
be removed from the halls of the Legislature.
MR. DIAMOND: Well, you and I know that ridiculous and
frivolous suits are filed every day.
It's the court's job to
say, "out." And the court will.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
(Inaudible) .•• final resolution and
the final action that result from that initiative, voting on an
idea that they may or may not agree on depending on the final
resolution and the final action that result from that initiative
where the question to be raised or whether (inaudible) indicates
(inaudible) relative to the question (inaudible).
MR. DIAMOND: No, I understand perfectly well and I
respect, I respect, your right, and you should inquire into who
are these people, what are they talking about and what are their
goals and intentions? You should and I deeply respect that. And
we are trying to be out front and open. We have nothing to
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conceal in our backgrounds or what you, US English or Cali
nia
English may represent.
Now, after having said that, I've forgotten ...
SENATOR TORRES: My question was, what have you done to
enhance English being learned in our schools? You argue that we
ought to have ESL. You argue that you ought to have this,
US
English, only, or US English, I don't recall anywhere what
programs you've supported to help people learn how to speak
English.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: If you'll have your staff look into
your mail. I sent you a long article on my position on this, and
certain paragraphs towards this end ask that as soon as this
campaign is over, I would like to start, with the help of my
friends and the English Language Foundation, and to ask for
millions and millions of dollars if we can get them, from
industry or from great foundations in order to open up adult
schools, night schools, etc., for the teaching of English for
immigrants and for non-English speaking natives, in order that
the vast chain of them, of English schools for the teaching of
English throughout the country. And how far we'll go with this
depends on how much money we get. But I already have some plans
barely afoot about starting an English language program in Marin
County in which I live, for the benefit of a large number of
Hispanics, non-English speaking Hispanics and non-English
speaking Vietnamese residing in Marin.
I'm a teacher, sir, and teaching English has been my
lifelong career and I'm going to continue doing so.
SENATOR TORRES: Again, Senator, I never have questioned
your integrity nor your credentials. I am only questioning your
intent.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: That is my intent and in the meantime
SENATOR TORRES: Why is it that it took a question in
the middle of this campaign to finally get that out of you after
years of public service that you've been involved in when
never indicated support for ESL or other kinds of programs? And
you state in your own publication that you are going to
"encourage" or you are "encouraging" research on improvement
that's of teaching English. If you have created this research,
where is it? We'd like to see it. I haven't seen it. I'd like
to improve the bilingual program. I'd like to see an improvement
from two years of a child learning how to speak
lish,
six
months if possible, but where are these research studies that you
say you argue about in your own literature? Where are they?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: I'm not responsible for that
particular .•.
SENATOR TORRES: Oh, here we go again. This is the
constant argument that I hear from you, Sam, all the time.
"Well, I'm not responsible, well, I'm not with them, this is
different."
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: No, no.
SENATOR TORRES: It says here, Senator S. I. Hayakawa,
Honorary Chairman, Stanley Diamond, Founding Director, and here
it talks about all the research that you're doing to improve
methods of teaching English. Where is it?
-
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SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Well, one very important place where
it is going on is at San Jose State University, where there is an
extraordinary program of teaching English to non-English speaking
people, or teaching German or French or Japanese or Chinese.
SENATOR TORRES: No, what are you doing? You say you
do •••
(multiple voices:
SENATOR HAYAKAWA:
I'm in touch with this research
that's going on in order to activate our own work in it once this
constitutional amendment is passed.
SENATOR TORRES: But, you're misleading in this
literature, Senator Hayakawa. You say you're already
encouraging. You're already providing this incentive, but the
truth of the matter is, you're not doing anything about it. And
it's taken this campaign to finally have you come out publicly
and say, all of a sudden, lo and behold, lightening has struck
and I appreciate that it has struck finally, but you want to help
people learn how to speak English, but your actions have not
reflected your words.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Excuse me, but I've spent 35 years
teaching English and I don't need to say that I would like more
English taught.
It's not necessary for me to say.
SENATOR TORRES: Mr. Hayakawa, I'm merely trying to
point out that the whole process of this hearing is to determine
the intent of the drafters of the proposition, as well as the
opposition. And the intent clearly is, that this organization
with this kind of misleading material, did, and whether you wrote
it and now you are disavowing it, is that what you're telling me?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA:
I don't see every piece of literature
that goes out.
SENATOR TORRES: All right, I'm sorry. You're
disavowing this literature, then?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA:
I haven't seen it.
I don't even know
what you're referring to.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: May I?
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
I have a question too, of legal
counsel.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: Can you explain to me the
relationship US English has to US Inc., a corporate relationship?
MR. ZALL: Certainly. US English is an unincorporated
association, which is a project of US Inc., which is a 501C-3 113
tax exempt charitable organization.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:
Is US English also a 501C-3
taxable organization?
MR. ZALL:
It is not. It is a part of a 501C-3
corporation.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: So it is a subsidiary of the
mother corporation?
MR. ZALL: To the extent that it is an unincorporated
association, yes.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:
It is an unincorporated
association?
Explain to me how your fundraising efforts have been
carried out.
MR. ZALL:
(Inaudible).
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: No, legal counsel, please.
-
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UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: Largely through direct mail.
Mostly to Californians.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: Through direct mail. Has the
direct mail then included, there, that the US English language is
a nonprofit corporate status, fully deductible?
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE I'm not sure what your argument is.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: Do you use a disclaimer in the
material that indicates that all contributions are fully tax
deductible?
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: Oftentimes we do.
I'm sure at some
points we have not.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: So, contributions that •.. your
means of fundraising has been strictly through mail? Any major
corporate donors?
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
I'm not aware of any major
corporate donors.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: So having a 501C-3 status, explain
to me how you can get away with being as political as you can,
when I know that if a 501C-3 in my district, a 501C-3 was doing
any form of political campaigning, it would be pulled.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE Well, Assemblyman, I don't want to
get too technical on tax exempt organizations.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:
I do.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE Let me point out, I'll point out to
you that under Treasury Regulation l501C-3, lC-3, that
organizations are entitled and also under the Internal Revenue
Code, Section 501-8, 4911; any organization which has a 501C-3
charitable status is entitled to do a certain amount of lobbying.
They are not allowed to do any political activity, but political
activity is defined in the Internal Revenue Code as support for a
candidate. This is not a candidate. This is an initiative.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: Maybe we ought to look at that
whole definition a lot closer. Certainly, this is ...
(multiple voices)
SENATOR HAYAKAWA:
I'd like to add that California
English Campaign has never presented itself as a tax exempt
organization.
MR. DIAMOND: No, they are not deductible.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: That's what your brochure says.
It gives an ID number.
MR. DIAMOND: Not the California English Campaign, sir.
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: That's US English.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: But you are a subsidiary, but
nonprofit? It goes out and advocates on your behalf?
MR. DIAMOND:
No, we are not a subsidiary, we are a
political committee.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: Which one is it?
MR. DIAMOND:
I'm talking about the California English
Campaign, the sponsors of Proposition 63.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO: So in other words, you have a PAC
th an ID number registered?
MR. DIAMOND:
Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: All right, thank you. Let me just
say, I'd like to sum up.
You may have responses (inaudible).
The concern that the state {inaudible) really does have practical
implications of the implementation of Prop. 63, should it be
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passed by the voters. There's a lot of concern that in fact,
that if the initiative did (inaudible) ambiguous and that, in
fact, its intent may in fact be a lot different than the actual
result that may come from its implementation. One of the
concerns, I think, that we've been listening to fairly
consistently, is that it's not simply Engli
as a common
language, it's not a simple statement that English should be the
official language, that is, you should encourage in the state of
California, it is much more specific than that. However, the
implementation could be very, very ambiguous and very, very
flawed and could, in fact, result in some things that you think
don't want to happen. And I guess that the concern that we've
stated here is whether or not in fact the language that is in the
initiative is such that you're satisfied with it, that you in
fact see no problems with it. That in fact, the information here
that we must put into the record, both the statement by Senator
Hayakawa, the California English Campaign, "The Yes on 63" as
well as the statement that was made, are in fact, as complete as
possible, the positions that you have, that you state reflect the
perspectives of the proponents of Prop 63, is that correct?
MR. DIAMOND: Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. I gave the clerk
my statement. Is that satisfactory?
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: As well as this statement? Mr.
Hayakawa, with your questions and answers as well as the Prop 63
statement.
These statements are in fact, reflective of your
position?
MR. DIAMOND: Yes sir, and I don't know whether you saw
this, Mr. Chairman, but I gave my statement to the recorder, is
that all right?
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Yes. All those statements will be
included in the record.
MR. DIAMOND: Let me make just one quick comment on your
statement, if I may. Constitutional amendment language typically
is overarching and is general, whether it's the United States
Constitution. Every day in this country there is a suit
somewhere on freedom of speech or a movement or i
ing the
United States Constitution 200 years later, so in our
constitutional .•.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Well, why can't you do a simple
constitutional (inaudible) amendments and the body of that
constitution? It is fairly clear and direct as to what it means.
It doesn't require all the interpretation in-depth kind of
analysis. (Inaudible) The language of Prop 63. Why don't you
just say using common language of the United States of America
(inaudible) and the State of California, that English is the
official language of the State of California. Why don't you just
state that?
MR. DIAMOND: Well, life isn't that simple these days.
Referring to the first amendment .•. (multiple voices).
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: That's what we're arguing, Mr. Diamond
that in fact, what you've done is so complicated and so confusing
that what's going to result from this is anybody's guess,
including yours.
MR. DIAMOND: May I say this, Mr. Chairman. We spent
months with counsel, with other lawyers, with people who live
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here in California, writers in researching the law and what
ght
be best for the state of California before we went into this.
This wasn't done over a weekend.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
I'm sure that's true. Excuse me.
Some people suggest you should have spent years. (inaudible).
MR. DIAMOND: We should have spent .••
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: That's what some people suggested.
MR. DIAMOND: With the competent people that we had
surrounding us, Mr. Chairman, we thought we did in our research a
very effective job for ourselves and for our state.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Well, let me say this. Does anyone
else have a final question?
MR. DIAMOND: Senator Torres might want to see this.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Why don't you hand that up to him?
Most of all, I want to thank you all for being here and
even though you may view this as hostile, the purpose of this is
to get involved. That's why we ask questions. We're not here to
(inaudible) but to (inaudible). We want to know why they stand,
where they stand.
If we didn't do that , we'd just let you make
a statement and leave.
Now, second, I want to tell you (inaudible). So I want
to thank you for helping us in that regard.
(Inaudible) in
effect, want to criticize the statement you made (inaudible).
MR. DIAMOND:
I would like to say as I have before, Mr.
Chairman, I deeply respect not only you but the other members of
the Assembly. You are doing what you should be doing; inquiring
into this issue and the people who represent it.
I thank you for
attempting your inquiry. We'll be here if you want more. We'll
be here throughout the day.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Well, I'm glad. Are there any other
questions? Thank you very much.
We have two more witnesses and then we'll adjourn.
Thank you very much. Senator Hayakawa, would you like to have a
closing statement?
SENATOR HAYAKAWA: Thank you, but I
ink I've said
enough.
MR. DIAMOND: Mr. Zall will be on this
ternoon.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: We have two witnesses and then we want
to break for lunch. The first is Mr. Numberg of the Use and
Standards of the American Parents Dictionary, welcome and thank
you.
MR. JEFFERY NUMBERG: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name
is Jeffery Numberg.
I've taught linguistics and English at UCLA,
the University of Rome and Stanford University.
I am currently
associated with the Center for the Study of Language Information
at Stanford, Xerox Palo Alto Research Center. I was also
(inaudible) American Heritage Dictionary.
In the limited time available I want to make two points
about the proposition. First, measures like this one fly in the
face of everything that we've learned about language shift and
aculturation. Second, Proposition 63 demeans some of the basic
traditions of the English-speaking world.
For the first point we might consider the experience of
other languages.
It's been shown time and time again that people
are willing to shift to a new language when they perceive that
there are general economic and social advantages to doing so and
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if they don't want to change to a new language, legal measures
don't do any good. There are a number of cases to make this
point. The Polish language is submerged and (inaudible) official
language for several hundred years when a Polish state was
established after the first world war and lo and behold, there
are 20 million people speaking Polish.
Or you could look at what happened to English after the
Norman Conquest when French became the language of law and
administration for a period of about 300 years. In fact, we have
no written records in English at all. If that were all the
evidence you had to go on, you'd believe that English had
vanished from the face of the earth. When English emerges again
in the 14th Century, lo and behold everybody is speaking English.
Now it's true that you sometimes can impose a language
in this way, if you go at it hard enough and long enough. For a
number of centuries, the English imposed a ban on the use of
Gaelic in Ireland. In fact, the official use of Gaelic is
prohibited to this day in Northern Ireland. And of course,
English finally succeeded in establishing English in Ireland as
the common language.
But this takes me to another point. In Ireland,
obviously the imposition of English scarcely fostered an
increased sense of British unity or loyalty to the Crown. And
even in nations in which language minorities do want to acquire
the national language, attempts to impose it, officially,
invariably backfire. Not only did they wind up creating
resentment, disunity, but they often actually slowed down the
spread of the national language.
Take for example the Soviet Union, which Senator Torres
mentioned a moment ago; Russian is the native language of about
60 percent of the population. The use of Russian has been
spreading among non-Russian groups since the Revolution,
particularly among people who want to get on in the system and
the Party (inaudible). But in the 1950s, the Soviets began to
get worried about the growth of non-Russian minorities, many of
whom have much higher birth rates than the Russian people. They
said to themselves, "we'd better make sure all these people speak
Russian in the interest of national unity." So they took a
number of steps, such as restricting the use of languages other
than Russian in higher education in certain republics. The
result was that in areas like Soviet Georgia, there were mass
demonstrations protesting this policy. And I think you can
appreciate that the Soviet Union is not a place where you get
mass demonstrations every time somebody closes a school. And in
fact, the Soviets have had to back off some from their schedule
of what they call Russification. What they learned is that while
people are willing to learn Russian, many people are, they don't
like being forced to do so.
One other example, the case of Serbian, a Slavic
language spoken in Eastern Germany, Hitler was so concerned that
the Serbian become German speaking, that he actually instituted a
policy requiring Serbian parents to hire German speaking maids,
nursemaids. When the Communists came to power after the war,
they discovered that the number of Serbian speakers had
increased. Now, they took a diametrically opposite view of the
problem. They encouraged the use of Serbian. They established
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Serbian schools. They result was that the use of Se ian fell
off drastically.
This might seem surprising, but you have to realize that
the Serbian really did want to learn German. They mere
didn't
want to be forced to learn or compelled to learn German. So
what's the lesson for us? It's been made ve
r in
other
testimony presented, that minorities are eager to learn English.
But if you try to impose English by official means, you're going
to create a situation which the groups perceive as an attack on
ethnic identity. And instead of learning English willingly,
you're going to have people learning it grudgingly. And this is
not what we're after if the object is national uni
Now, let me turn to English, itself. From
18th
Century on, one thing has made English almost unique among the
the major Western languages, which is that we've had a sharp
separation between language and state. The Fr
have an
official academy in a society charged with encouraging the use of
French abroad. But both the English and later the Americans
explicitly rejected this sort of approach.
As the great lexicographer, Samuel Johnson
t it, any
attempt to establish an official basis for the language, must be
destroyed by what he called the spirit of a free people. And his
American counterpart, Noah Webster, who realized better than
anyone else the importance of language unity in establishing
unity in the new American nation, opposed any state interference
in matters of language.
Instead these men argued that language use should be a
matter of individual choice, precisely because
had faith
that citizens would agree on language standards out of their own
free will. This was the view adopted by the framers of our
Constitution, who debated and rejected proposals to make English
an effective language.
Now this policy has been vindicated in the face of tests
much more severe than anything we face today. We tend to lose
sight of the fact that the use of foreign languages is much more
common in the 19th Century in America than it is now. Bilingual
education was common and the U.S. Commiss
r
tion could
write in 1870 that "the German language has actual
the
second language of our republic and the knowledge
German is
now considered essential to finished education."
In reaction, certain states tried to
ish by
official means, particularly in the early
century
when xenophobic sentiment was high, often t's coupled with
attempts to restrict integration.
In 1923,
r example, we had
the Nebraska Legislature making it illegal to ive instruction to
primary school students in any language
r
li
and
the Nebraska Supreme Court upheld this measure on
grounds
that such instruction would "inculcate in students the ideas and
11
sentiments alien to the best interests of this count
Fortunately, this measure was struck down
U S.
erne
Court on 14th Amendment grounds.
Of course, this all seems silly now,
ren and
grandchildren of earlier immigrants proficient
those pockets of bilingualism that still exist
Pennsylvania Dutch, the Cajins, the Finns
peninsula are the pride of local tourist
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assure you that 50 years from now
appear just as absurd as the
The trouble with movements
that they've lost sight of
t
appeal of English, which has made
language in the world wi
f c
Personally, I find this to
aspect of the US English movement.
in effect, is that the English
not strong enough to win allegiance on
have to be bolstered by the full force of state
is the sort of thing you hear from peoples
in the power of their language. Whereas
English language needs special
ection
Chicago Bears do.
Now, I believe that this fai
of English has traditionally been one
For example, while the French and Italians
keep English words out of their books and
speakers have been able to profit from
languages that English speakers have heard
look at such all-American words, as micks,
buckaroo, bar-b-que, tycoon, chow,
zza,
either from foreign languages or native American
spoken when the Europeans first arri
I hope that no one will be so sil
Proposition 63 as actually preventing the
lows of this sort. My point is rather that
that the proposition purports to protect, is
of tongues and that this enrichment
s been
because English speakers have had enough
strength and flexibility of their language to
temptation to try to protect it. But if this
you're going to put English on
circling monolinguistic wagons
greater threat to the Engli
specters that the US Engli
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Let me
concerns that I have and I'd like
not (inaudible) is that Proposit
possibility or likelihood of
think that English is the only
domestically and in terms of the wor
I
in this country don't learn other languages
ought to speak English, like it was wrong if
English and I'm wondering about that as I've
countries, whether it's been Ge
or Fra
the second language is very, very common.
seem to have a second language or
I'm wondering whether or not
very detrimental.
MR. NUMBERG: I
secondary school language instruct
country. At any one point,
students are taking foreign
the U.S. is trying desperat
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ecisely
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tru
Asia, Latin America and Europe, the absence
tent
bilingual Americans is a very serious problem.
What's more, to the extent that it discour
maintenance among other groups that are coming in it
us of
the important asset of a pool of genuinely bili
Americans
who can then be of service to u.s. industry i
American
products abroad.
, at least
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG: Mr. Numberg,
r
ession
to the proposition is that it is popular large
as
of fear and hostility and resentment toward people
differently and speak differently, which is not uncommon when you
describe it as an historical basis for these ki
of movements.
Does your reading of history give you any suggest
to those
who are hostile to the initiative as the best
to
t it?
MR. NUMBERG: Well, I think education. I believe
there's a certain number of people who are opposed,
the
initiative for just the reasons you mentioned. But I also think
a lot of people aren't well informed as to what the measure's
about. They think that making English the official language is
sort of like making ''California, Here I Come"
ficial song,
it's benign. And I think when people see the consequences,
they'll have the sense to reject it.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Mr. Torres, Senator?
remarks.
SENATOR TORRES: I'd like to have a
record,
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Would you submit
please?
MR. NUMBERG: Yes, yes.
, I 11 tell
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: All right. Very he
you; insightful and much appreciated.
MR. NUMBERG: Thank you.
re are a lot
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: All right. In fact,
te it was.
of questions, which I think is indicative of how
All right, first I'd like to have, very briefly, Ms.
Anaya from the San Francisco Board of Education
have Councilman Wilson Riles, then we'll adjour
You're welcome. And thank you for corning, we
MS. ROSARIO ANAYA: Thank you very
wondering that if you do not have enough time,
more
than happy to come back this afternoon.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: I think we'd rather move on
MS. ANAYA: Thank you. I just want to mention
Rosario Anaya, Executive Director of the Mission
Vocational School and a member of the San Francisco
i
School District. It is hard to make a calm presentation after
the two gentlemen who preceded me and the prev
speaker. I am
angry at the irresponsibility and saddened by their naive
if,
in fact, they do not realize what it is that
are
, that
I think it's important to point out, to
the number of children that are having problems
educational system throughout California are
general education program, not products of bi i
program. It's important to point out that, now
also in San Francisco we have the statistics
children who have attended bilingual education
do better after they transfer to the regular
that's something that we have to continue
emphasizing.
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thought. In short, it is poor English. And I'm sorry that the
proponents are considered such strong educators. So I urge the
defeat of Proposition 63 throughout the state of California and I
thank you for the time you are taking and heari
witnesses
that work directly with students and
r
throughout the
community.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Thank you, Ms.
It s very
helpful and we appreciate your testimony.
Mr. Riles.
MS. ANAYA:
I will send a copy of the resolution.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Please. And any other comments you'd
like to extend. And we'll state it in the record as you send
them to us. You have the right to revise
extend them. Thank
you.
COUNCILMAN WILSON RILES, JR.: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to thank you for the opportunity to speak
fore you.
I'm
sorry that I'm the last speaker before lunch.
I know what
position that is, but I thank you for the opportunity.
My name is Wilson Riles, Junior, and I'm a member of the
Oakland City Council. Last Tuesday, the Oakland
ty Council
also passed a resolution in opposition to Proposition 63,
understanding that the measure is unnecessary, ambiguous and very
pernicious.
Oakland is a city which is 47 percent Black, it's 34
percent White European, 10 percent Hispanic, 7 percent Asian, and
about 2 percent other, probably less than 1
rcent are really
aboriginal Native Americans that are in our ci
We are very concerned about a couple
things that the
city is actually putting money in that we feel
11 be threatened
by this initiative. Number 1, we have a Latin American library.
It's thirty years old.
It has received awards nationally.
It
expresses the historical background of our ci
Our city in the
early 1800's was, at one point, owned by a
i
family, the
Peralta family. There are materials in Span sh
t the city is
supporting with its money. We feel that a lawsuit could be
levied against our continued support for
1 rary because of
this initiative.
We also have an Asian library wi in our ci
We are
in the process of supporting through increment money a community
center in a new development in the Asian area
our city to the
tune of over 2 million dollars. Part of that
11 also have a
library in it. We think that support could also
threatened by
this particular initiative.
Oakland is a city that's very much i
in
international trade and development. We're very proud of that.
We're very proud of the multilingual, multi-e
ic makeup of our
community. We think that it's as important for visitors to our
city from around the Pacific Rim to come into our city and feel
comfortable there, as we feel when we go to Japan and a lot of
the other countries around the Pacific Rim. Where we have no
problem as business people or elected officials to be able to
communicate to people in those countries, we want them to feel
comfortable also in our country.
We have in our Chinatown area street si
in Chinese,
in the Chinese language. We would not want that to be threatened
in terms of what it offers to our city in terms of its
attractiveness, in terms of adding to our whole sense of making
-
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It talks
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attributes,
insensitivity to other children.
these kinds of values, should not
in ou schools,
should not be displayed in our schools.
are not the kinds
of values that we want in our
i
i
to be
leaders of tomorrow.
And
t
i
, just
m a parent,
I'm an immigrant
i
I came
re
rs old. I
think that the qualities that bind us
pull us
together, is our
for freedom, our
racy, our
sense of unders
ing of
diversi
e in this
country and in
is state. It is
pulls us
come along with
together and
ll cement us. The
others'
us, but I think it s those qualities
diversity, sensitivi
, those ki
ings that
will move us forwa
Thank
very
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
I thank
you, that
is not what
us together.
MR. YEE: Thank you very
irley
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Next I'd like
re?
Allan from
State Personnel Boa
MS. SHIRLEY ALLAN: Mr.
name is
Shirley
s
led
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Oh, A-N.
have it wrong.
MS. ALLAN:
It's Scotch. E-N is
I'm here
r the
representing
State Personnel Board.
potential
opportunity to testi
here today
impact Proposition 63 would have on
CHAIRMAN HARRIS: Ms. Al
before
you begin. Your statement
11
and
I'd like you to summarize, rather
ief
rst, let me
MS. ALLAN: My statement is ve
give you some
round. Earlier re
to
one of the
other speakers, in 1973, the Dymal
i
1 Services
involved in
Act mandated that every state depar
providing public service employ bili
interpreters
rcent or more,
when a substantial
rtion of
ir c
is
is non-Engli
i
The State
responsible
nisteri
is
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PRESENTATION ON PROPOSITION 63

My nan1e is Mark Schickrnan, Vice Chairman of the Jewish
Public Affairs Comn;ittee of California.

Most of the Jewish

communities within California which comprise the membership of
JPAC have considered Proposition 63, and each of those communities
is strongly opposed to it.

To begin with, the ancestors of the great majority of JPAC's
constituents were immigrants, who carne to the United States
without a strong

corr~and

of the English language.

Like today's

immigrants, our ancestors knew and understood that the ability to
speak English was an important tool towards their advancement and
success as part of American culture; however, they were mindful of
the difficulty of learning a new language, and grateful for the
assistance provided to them on their way to becoming fluent in
English.

To the extent that today's new residents are provided

with greater bilingual assistance than our ancestors had, that is

•

a sign of the progress that our nation has made toward the
establishment of a literate society, available to all.

To the

extent that Proposition 63 would deprive those new residents of
that bilingual assistance, it is a step backwards, which serves
neither the stated goals of the proposition's proponents, nor the
causes of equality and literacy.

-
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The Jewish community is particularly sensitive to this issue
for several other reasons.

Through the centuries dur

g

Jews were deported and exiled from one nation after ano
common bond was the Hebrew language.

ich
r, our

Though our forefathers

always sought to become fluent in the language of the nations in
which they lived, they simultaneously sought to keep the holy
tongue of Hebrew alive; indeed, the creation of the languages of
Aramaic, Ladino, and Yiddish is testimony to our ancestors'
attempt to become literate in the language of their land without
losing their spiritual or literary heritage.

We believe that

those efforts have added to the world's culture in ways

t would

have been impossible without the freedom to express their cultural
and linguistic identity.

Additionally, in various historical eras

Jews have been subjected to governmental efforts to exti
their language, under regimes which made it unlawf
write the Hebrew language.

to

We have always viewed su

uish
ak or

proposals

as a threat to our culture and identity, and are, therefore,
deeply sensitive to any such attempts.

For that futher reason we

are opposed to Proposition 63, because it implicitly endorses the
concept of governmental antipathy towards a people's language, and
culture.

However, the Jewish community's opposition
is not based upon parochial considerations alone.

Proposition 63
We have always

been sensitive to the needs of other minorities in our community,
and we have no doubt that this proposition will have an adverse
impact upon Hispanic Americans, Asian Americans and other minority

-
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comtunities.

On a pragmatic basis, Proposition 63 will block

police services, medical services, voter registration information,
housing and employment opportunity notices, and other sorely
needed assistance from being made available to the people who need
it the most.

On a symbolic level, this proposition can serve only

to fuel the sense of alienation and divisiveness which our
enlightened society should continually seek to eliminate.
Therefore, we see much harm which will come from the passage of
Proposition 63.

We see no corresponding good which can come of it.

The

evidence is clear that non-English-speaking Americans have a
strong and uniform desire to learn to speak, write and read
English; this proposition will provide no additional incentive,
over and above that which already exists -- -- the fact that the
American dream is not nearly as available to non-English speakers
as it is to those which are fluent in our tongue.

All this

proposition will do is make it harder for those people to learn to

•

speak English --

since they will be deprived of the bilingual

tools necessary to do so.

On a technical level, as well, the proposition is flawed.
Its language is too vague to be intelligible -- -- an ironic
observation for a proposition which seeks to promote the use of
the

i

language.

The use of a constitutional amendment to

achieve this goal is similarly flawed since it cannot be readily
revised to meet any future needs which may arise.
- 71 -

For reasons

such as these, a diverse group of people and organizations,
rang

from Governor Deukmejian to the Bar Association of San

Francisco, and many, many others, oppose Proposition 63.

We

join in that opposition.

Thank you for the opportunity to address you this morning.
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ON PROPOSITION 63

****
IN OPPOSITION TO
PROPOSITION 63

By Jose R. Padilla
Executive Director
CRLA

September 29, 1986
San Francisco, California
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CHAIRMAN HARRIS, MEMBERS OF THIS ASSEMBLY TASK FORCE:
INTRODUCTION
In 1986 California Rural
1 Assistance celebrates its 20th anniversary of
and advocacy for the rural poor of
California. Having first been granted funds from the Office of
Economic Opportunity (OEO) in 1966, we now (since 1974) receive
funds from the Legal Services Corporation, and since 1984, are
partially funded by the exemplary and very much needed State
Interest on Attorney Trust Account (IOLTA) program. With it
we serve between 11,000 to 15,000 Californians every year from
the
rn desert valleys, to the coastal and interior farm
belts
even further
Throughout those two decades, CRLA has served the poor
as if they had been empowered by the affluence of society - with
the quality representation reserved for the rich with the thought
that all institutions al owed to operate in this state must learn
to respond to a
serve the dominated and dispossessed as if it
was the people of
class citizenship that owned these institutions.
nature of this hearing exercise and
r the record its opposition and disdain
that are dest
to once
ng populace
this State
Proposition
have always bel

that the Genoveva
Bessie Anayas and the other
ld be
by state servants whom
classroom, in the waitor in
courtrooms passing

A. BILINGUALISM AND CRLA
have always been an agenda
monoligualism and the
has always
rural
CRLA serves. Whether
it
Mex
ga
Imper
County, the migrating
fruitpickers harvesting the grape vineyards of Fresno County, the
Oaxaqueno 1
ng in
hills of North County San Diego, or
Punjabi small
of
lle - they all share the same
-
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economic hardships. Because a large number of them are of an
immigrant generation, they share in the confusions of a new
country, being in a new society with the incumbent strangeness of
customs, particularly the strange English tongue they hear daily
that has little or no meaning, offers little or no consolation, is of
little utility, but whose lack is of such major consequence.
It is poverty and hardship that teaches the poor the need to
know English not a constitutional amendment.
The simple message does not escape the Modesta Ebarras, who in
yesterday's San Francisco Chronicle put it as simply, as urgently
as it could be put:
"I have many problems to speak with people. And
they have problems to understand me • • • I want
to learn more vocabulary and grammar • • • For me
it is necessary to learn.
I live in the United
States and I have problems because I do not speak
it. I want to study • I want to learn."
She only needs to wait for ESL classes in Fremont; she's lucky.
She may only have to wait a month • Some in the waiting line of
20,000 must wait a year. But they will wait because they
understand the privileges of language.No Proposition of any November can educate better than poverty.
For CRLA, the problem of being non-English speaking has been
omnipresent in our work because such a significant percentage of
our clients, rural poor or rural farmworkers, are of immigrant
generations and do not have the facility with the English
language that we in this room have.
I estimate that between 25%
to 50% of those who seek our advice are monoligual Spanish (between 5000-8000). The reality is that the larger majority of
those unable to communicate in this nation's dominant language
are in the poorest economic groups. By default they will be the
ones with the greatest inability to afford health care, to give
their kids basic nutrition, to maintain consistent employment, to
arm their children with the language that will stop the poverty
and the hunger.
We describe the class of second-citizenship, a people dominated
daily, who now will be made to see the tip of the racist root no English, no job; no English, no food; no English, no health
care; no English, indignity. Sadly, some of our fellow californians can never outgrow this distorted sense of nationalism.

-
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C. THE THREAT: The El
Access to State

Benefits and

The alarming nature of
turn is that its goal is
so broad that it threatens to carry
it all of those matters
which do not touch upon fundamental rights of California's
citizens (like voting or an education) but which nonetheless, allow
the non-English speaker
to function in the daily
and complex pulse of Cal
So that while Proposition 63 may not deny the vote to Spanish-speakers, or perhaps
a basic education to the limited English
proficient, it will place square in the heart of the California
constitution the state
maintaining a single language
system as a "substantial state
". I fear that with it
will come the eliminat
of
systems that this state
has developed for the non
over the last two
decades.
CRLA in its short hi
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11
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What is it that Proposition 63 may threaten?
BILINGUAL SERVICES ACT
In 1973, we were instrumental in the enactment of legislation
through legislators Alatorre and Dymally that required bilingual
personnel in public contact positions of state agencies which
would render information or services to substantial numbers of
non-English speaking people.
In 1977, through legislator Alatorre, the CRLA legislative
office secured amendments to strenghten this law and further
required that bilingual persons be employed as interpreters as
well as being employed in public contact positions. It required
the printing of non-English materials used for hiring bilingual
staff, and required all state agencies to conduct annual surveys
to determine the offices serving the non-English speaking and
their practice of hiring bilingual personnel.
That same year, CRLA helped strenthen the law that provided
bilingual interpreters at administrative hearings and at
adjudicatory hearings by state agencies and helped delineate the
circumstances under which the hearing officer would direct a
state agency to pay for the interpreter rather than the using
party.
That year, through the help of legislators Torres and Agnos,
CRLA helped enact a bill that would prohibit auto insurance
companies or agents from discriminating against those who do not
speak or write English. Auto insurance companies could no longer
refuse to insure nor could they charge higher premiums to those
who could not speak, read or write English.
CONSUMER CONTRACTS
In 1974, CRLA helped enact a bill, now Civil Code section 1632,
which required that Spanish translations of consumer contracts be
given when negotiations were conducted in Spanish.
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
In 1972, CRLA helped enact Chacon's AB 2284, California's first
Bilingual Education Act. In 1976, CRLA sponsored the Chacon-Moscone Bilingual-Bicultural Education Act.
In the 1975-76 session, CRLA helped enact a bill that required
lingual adminsitrative personnel when a school has 15% nonEnglish-speaking students. During the same session, CRLA enacted law
that requires bilingual notices when a school has 15% non-English
speaking students.

-
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THE COURT AND CRIMINAL SYSTEM
the use of bilingual

a bill

In 1973-74, CRLA
summons.

In 1978, CRLA obtained a bill for its clients, now Government
Code section 6556 et seq, which required the training and testing
of Spanish language court interpreters in counties that had
substantial numbers
Spanish-speakers.
VOTING
In 1973-74 CRLA worked
assemblyman Garcia to enact a law that
required bilingual election off
ls.
Senator Marks to enact SB 1655 which
voter assistance.

In 1975-76, CRLA
provided funds

LABOR COMMISSIONER FORM TRANSLATIONS
In 1984, the CRLA
(Section 105), that went
Services Act, by requiring
complaint process
non-English speakers
Commiss
file investigate
reslolve wage cla

sions
Bilingual
prepare and use
language of
necessary to

WELFARE AND BILINGUAL SERVICES
In 1972, CRLA and several public interest law firms filed a
Federal action in
which attempted to
VI of the Civil Rights Act
State Department of Social Welfare as one of
The settlement, among other things, assured
Department would
employ bil
l personnel
ic contact
positions and use
ish written communications
to ensure that
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- require re-allocation of caseloads so non-English
speakers be assured of service by employees who
speak the primary language;
All of these are now found in Government Code section 11305 and
in Division 21 regulations of the EAS manual used by State
welfare deparments •

•
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E. THE INDIGNITY OF NON-ACCESS
Before I end I share with you the people problem, the harm and
indignity that is hoped for by the proponents of 63. These are
excerpts from cases whose facts speak for themselves.
THE HUMAN PROBLEM
From Asociacion Mixta, filed 1972, the Lopezes, the Anayas, the Sernas
Garcias of Tulare, San Mateo or Sonoma Counties:
a 61-year old, Texas-born, migrant farmworker since age
12, disabled by stroke, unemployable and only Spanishspeaking;
- a 62-year old farmworker in agriculture since age 7, unable to work because of age, no formal education, now
totally dependent on the San Mateo Welfare Department;
- the Mexican welfare mothers of Sonoma county, dependent
on AFDC, only Spanish-speaking;
From the case ••.
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FROM ASOCIACION MIXTA (1972)
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"

(A)

Frequently, because of lack of Spanish-speakin·g

personnel, no one is available to answer telephone calls from
Mexican-American social service clients, and such callers must
call back.

Calls to Defendant Departments' from those areas in

the County where Mexican-American clients reside are toll calls,

and each extra call means additional expense to the caller.
Plaintiffs are further informed and believe, and on that basis
allege, that even emergency calls· from such clients often
unanswered.
(Bl

to make initial

t~en

Spanish-speaking clients appear personally

appl£cation for benefits or to seek ass

with a continuing case, they are compelled to wait -- often for
very long periods of time -- until a translator is available.
In fact, because of each

Department~s

-

lack of Spanish-speaking
.

personnel, such clients frequently must return more than once
hetore th.ey are able to transact their bJJ.siness '·

Each

trip is an added expense to such clients.

(C)

Because of Defendant Departments •· failure to

emplox sufficient Spanish-speaking personnel, Spanish-speaking
clients frequently are unable to secure

of benefits

exp~anations

, and said cleints ... questions regarding said.
are left unanswered..

Such clients, accordingly, are not

aware of benefits and services· to which they may be
Moreover,
and
are entitled are

entitled~

of said communications difficulties,
are sought oy such clients and to
delayed-~o~

substantial perfods of

-

84
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time.~

O>l

Defendant Departments• lack of Spanish-speaking

personnel forces Spanish-speaking clients to provide their own
translators.

In many cases, the only persons available for

translating purposes are clients• own bilingual children.

Clients

frequently are compelled to take children out of school and
bring them to said welfare
children and parents are

de~artments

.

direc~ly

for this purpose.

Both

and seriously injured by this

practice, in that til children are

~reed

to miss school,

(ii). children are made privy to confidential and personal family
· matters to which they should not and normally would not be
exposed, and

(i~i)

by virtue of {ii) above, parents are

in their discussions with Defendant

Department~s

full communication is often not achieved.

inhib~tcd

personnel, and

In addition, children

are simply not able to understand and translate the information
involved in interviews of this type, and proper communication is,
therefore, seriously hampered.

- · (E)

Rather than ask their children to act as trans-

lators, many Mexican-American social service clients request

•

help from their bilingual friends and neighbors.

Having to

rely on friends and neighbors for such assistance is highly
-

embarrassing and humiliating to these clients, especially in
view of the confidential and personal nature of the information
to be translated.

In

addition, in some instances, such clients

are requested by said translators to pay a small fee for.that
service.

-
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(Fl

When Mexican-American social service clients

appear at said welfare departments without children or friends
to translate, it is tne practice
and

~f

each Defendant

personnel, on occasionf to request

tance. from bilingual persons waiting in

~ranslating

the

lobby.

assis-

Such prac-

is humiliating and embarrassing to said clients,

larly in view of the prLvate nature of their business.

{G)

Because ·of lack of bilingual personnel{ eacn

defendant Department customarily sends written communications
to Spanish-speaking clients in English only.

.

These clients are

then compelled to ask ch.ildren or friends to translate these
communications.

Involvement of children and friends in such

translating subjects said clients to the injuries set
sub-paragraphs

above. "
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FROM CRLA ADVISORY v. PASO ROBLES (1979)
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From CRLA Advisory Committee v Paso Robles, filed 1979 .•.
When a Hispanic non or limited English-speaking person
calls the listed "emergency" numbers of the Police or Fire
Department, no attempt is made to provide a translator. They are
told: "No one here speaks Spanish." The Federal agency found that
non-English speakers found it necessary to obtain their own translators before going to the police station ••• and found that nonEnglish speakers who placed emergency calls to the Police or Fire
Department were subject to a need for third party translators in
order to be understood.
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FROH LOPEZ v. DIVISION OF LABOR STANDARDS ENFORCEMENT
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From Lopez et al vs. Division of Labor Standards Enforcement
(Ventura County Superior Court), filed 1983 .••
The words of a community liaison worker from the Martin Luther
King Farmworker Center"I have worked in the Oxnard area since August of 1980. Part of
my responsibility is to assist workers make complaints when they
do not receive their rights under California Labor law •.•
During all the time I have worked in this area there has been a
lack of sufficient Spanish speaking personnel in the office of
the labor commissioner to meet the need. Until late in 1982 all
complaints from the Ventura, San Luis Obisopo and Santa Barbara
area had to go to the Santa Barbara office. There was one
Spanish-speaking receptionist there until about the middle of
1982 •••
There was an outreach office in Ventura and a commiss11oner came
to it on Firdays. There never was Spanish speaking capacity
there. If anyone wanted to file a complaint they had to take
someone who speaks English or they had to go to Santa Barbara.
Then suddenly there was no Spanish speaking capacity there
either .••
In about November or December of 1982 the Ventura office opened
full time. At no time has the Ventura office had Spanish speaking
capacity. I have had to go with any Spanish speaking person who
wished to file a complaint. I have a great deal of other work to
do and cannot make frequent trips to that offcie. I have also had
persons come in and tell me they had tried to get service at the
Ventura office and because they had no one to speak Spanish, they
let their claim go ••• "
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From Chavez et al vs. Div. of Labor Standards Enforcement
(1983), Fresno Superior Court
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" ..• various monolingual Spanish speaking persons have
sought information or services from the Fresno Office and its
public contact employees concerning wage claims and administrative
procedures relating thereto.

These persons have been denied

assistance and/or delayed in procuring assistance because no
bilingual employee or interpreter was available.

This situation

often results in such persons seeking bilingual assistance from
non-employees who are unable to translate accurately, which
further acts to confuse or mislead monolingual Spanish speaking
persons.

The lack of adequate bilingual services results in

Spanish speaking persons being unable to adequately complete forms
to understand the administrative process and/or to meet hearing
dates.

This has caused, and causes, delay, inconvenience,

loss of benefits to Spanish speaking persons.

Since many

an~

the

rnonoling~al

Spanish speaking persons are farmworkers who are

r~quire~_to

transient due to the nature of their occupation,

del~can ef~c

tively result in complete loss of benefits."

-
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E. SUMMARY: Closure
I end with the words of the Castro decision •••
" ••• [The Court] cannot refrain from observing that
if a contrary conclusion were compelled it would
indeed be ironic that petitioners, who are heirs of
a great and gracious culture, identified with the
birth of California and contributing in no small
measure to its growth, should be disenfranchised
in their ancestral land, despite their capacity to
cast an informed vote ••• "
We must add that English-only imperatives will present us in a
few months with the irony that people of similarly great and
gracious cultures of Asia and Central America, like Mexico, who
<despite Proposition 63) will continue to contribute to the
growth and enrichment fo California's multi-cultural society, will be
threatened with a severe denial of full access to the state's
governmental system of public benefits, to full consumer protections, to full criminal rights. We will be denying them a
basic respect for their linguistic heritages with which (despite
Proposition 63) they will continue to live, to feel, to think,
and then to dream that California, nonetheless will offer them
and their sons and daughters the economic security for which they
carne.
They are California's share of Lazarus. And I have no doubt of
faith that each voter for Proposition 63 will be called to
answer for every door that it will shut, for every indignity and
embarrassment that it will bear, only because we feared that the
richness of multi-languages would divide this nation.

•

So many rich deposits of humanity enter our borders today and all
they do is instill in us the fear of their alienage, their
differences and their foreignness. And all I see is a "melting
pot" that has boiled over with an insensitivity to language
difference for which California will pay dearly---"the lost
talents, unfulfilled potentials, lost human resources which can
never be reclaimed." 1/

1/ E. Kerry, CRLA memorandum, April 1973

QUESTIONS (lfTEN ASKED ABOUT PROPOSITION 63

S. I. IIAYAKAWA, PH.D.
Co-Chairman, California English Campaign

1)

&t~hat

will happen if Proposition 63 is approved by voters? What
changes will take place in the laws and practices of state and
local governments? What will be the effect on people's lives?

Proposition 63 will produce little or no change in people's
lives. Nost businesses will continue to be conducted in English -certainly the business of government. Many businesses will continue to be conducted in Spanish in East Los Angeles and in Chinese in Chinatown.
Tile hasic reason for designating English as the official
language of the State of California is to prevent the naming of
a ~ccond official language for California or for any political
subdivision thereof.
lhe record of nations with two official languages is not
reassuring: for example, Canada and Belgium. Differences of language, where intensified by differences of religion and race, make
social harmony impossible, as in Sri Lanka and much of India.
rlut a common language can gradually overcome differences of
religion and race, as is happily the case in the U.S., where racial
and religious intolerance have been diminishing slowly but steadily
within the lifetime of all of us present here.
People in a democratic society are ruled by the consent of the
governed. For more than two hundred years, non-English-speaking
immigrants have learned the English language in order to know what
they are consenting to, as well as to take part in the political
processes that lead to that consent.
Nothing in the proposed amendment prohibits the use of languages
other than English in unofficial contexts: family communications,
rrligious ceremonies, sports and entertainment, or private business.
2) Public health and safety; driver"s license tests?
Public
alth and safety are an important part of the government's business -- especially of local government. Common sense .,
·dictates
at street signs and warnings of hazardous conditions
should be posted in whatever language m~y be necessary to protect
the public.
Driver's license tests, in whatever language, are needed to
protect all of us from unlicensed drivers. Warning labels in appropriate languages on agricultural pesticides are necessary. for
the protection of the public and even more for agricultural workers.
3) Will telephone companies have to cut back their multilingual
services?
\vhy should they? Telephone companies are private enterprise,
not an arm of the government. What they want for their customers
and \..rhat the customers want of them is their own business, not
official business. The sa;:1e applies to business directories ("Yellow
Pages") supplieJ by telephone companies in some large cities.
-
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Testimony on California Proposition 63• September 29,
1986

Geoffrey

Nunberg~

Stanford University

My name is Geoffrey Nunberg.

I have taught linguistics and

English at UCLA, the University of Rome, and Stanford University.
I am currently a

research

associate at the Center for the Study

of Language and Information at

Stanford
I

Xerox Palo Alto Research Center.

University

and

at the

am also the usage editor of

the American Heritage Dictionary.
In the limited time
about Proposition 63.

shift

demeans some of

want

to make two points

First, measures like Proposition 63 fly in

the face of everything
language

I

available,

we

have

learned

about the processes of

and acculturation. And

second,

the

of

basic

traditions

Proposition

63

the English-speaking

world.
For the first point, we
other languages.

might

consider

And

are
if

general

they

experience of

It's been shown time and time again that people

are willing to shift to a new language when
there

the

they

perceive

that

economic and social advantages of doing so.

don't

want

measures aren't going

to

to
do

change
any

to

a new

language~

legal

good. There are any number of

cases that make this poing. The Polish language was submerged for
two

hundred years, but when the

after World War I, lo and

behold~

speaking the language.

Or

English

after

language of

the

justice~

you

Polish

state

was

there was a whole

established
nation still

could look at what happened to

Norman conquest, when French

was

administration, and literature. For
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made

the

about a

period of about three hundred years,
records

in

English

were, you"d think

in fact,

we have

no written

at all--if that were all the evidence there

that

the language had utterly disappeared.

It

is only when English re-emerges in the fourteenth century that we
realize that people,had been using it all along.
Of course, sometimes you can
if yoLI

at it hard enough and

130

centuries,
Ireland.

impose a language in this way,
1 ong

enough.

the English imposed a ban on the

In fact,

loyalty

language minorites do
then, attempts

Gaelic

in

day in

But this takes

In Ireland, obviously, the

fostered in the Irish an

or of

un1t.y,

of

And of course the English finally succeeded in

establishing English as a common language.

sc<:trcely

use

the use of Gaelic is restricted to this

Northern Ireland.

another point.

For a number of

to

the

want

to

imposition

increased

Crown.
acquire

us to

of English

sense

of

British

Even in nations in which
the

national language,

to impose it officially invariably backfire.

only do they wind up creating resentment and

disunity,

Not

but they

often actually slow down the spread of the national language.
Take the example of the Soviet Union, where

Russian

native language of less than 60% of the population.
Russian

has

been

spreading

particularly among people who
party.
the

ever
want

since

growth of non-Russian minorities, many

make

SLWe

of

worried about

whom

as

restricting

have

much

They said to themselves,

that these peep l e all speak Russi an,

the interest of national unity." So they took a number
such

of

Revolution,

the

But in the 1950"s the Soviets began to get

b<;?t te1··

use

to rise in the system or the

higher birthrates than the Russians do.
"Vk·' d

The

is the

in

of steps,

the use of languages other than Russian in

-
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h1gher

education

areas

like

in

Georgia,

Soviet

Now

protesting the policy.
Union

Sovi~t

demonstrate

is

were

mass

demonstrations

I think you can appreciate that the
where

people

somebody closes

the Soviets have

fact~

there

not a place

whenev~r

The result was that in

certain republics.

had

a

get

together

neighborhood

and

school.

In

to back off some from their schedule
What they learned is that

o+ "Russification," as they

call

it.

while people are willing to

learn Russian, they

don~t

like being

+or. ced to do so.
Or take the case
Eastern

Germany.

should become
policy o+
m,;,j

ds.

o+

Serbian,

German-speaking

requiring

that

Serbian

he

parents

to

When the communists came to power
o+

They took '" di ametxi call y

Serbian

opposite

encouraged the use of Serbian, and
w.-=1s that ti-1E?

r·f..:o~-:;ult

might

Slavic language spoken in

Hitler was so concerned

discovered that the number

ThP

a

seem

surprising,

u~5E!

that

Serbians

actually

instituted

hire

German-speaking

after
speakers

1 i ne

the

on

the

war,

a

they

had increased.

the 1 anguage--they

established

Sorbain schools.

of Serbian fell off drastically. This

but here again you have to realize that

the Serbians really did want

to learn

German~

but felt compelled

to resist the imposition of German from outside.
So what's the lesson for us? It's been made
the testimony presented
English.
you're

here
try

very

clear

in

that minorities are eager to learn

But

if

you

to impose English by official means,

going

to

create a situation in which groups perceive an

attack on their ethnic identity.
willingly, you're going to have
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So instead of learning English
people

learning

it grudgingly.

And this is

not what we're after if the object of all this is to

enhance the spirit of American unity.
Now

let me turn to English itself.

From

century on, one thing that has made English
the

major

Western

languages

separation

between

language

off1cial

is

of French abroad, but

lexicographer Samuel

o-f

fr·E!e

;::1

have
The

unique among
had

French

a

sharp

have

an

both the English and later the Americans

have explicitly rejected this

ba!::~i

we

state.

and

almost

eighteenth

and a society charged with encouraging the use

academy~

off i c:i al

that

the

sort

Johnson put

s for· the 1 anguage
people!."

of

it~

approach.

As the great

any attempt to establish an

must. be destroyed by "the spirit

And hi::; ?'1merican counterpart. Noah Webster,

who realized better than anyone else the importance of linguistic
unity :in
1n

for·qing a Ed.nqle nation, opposed any st.ate interference

m,:~t.tf.?r-~

of

language.

use should be a

matter

they had faith that
out of

their

own

Instead, these men argued that language
of

individual choice, precisely because

citizens
free

would

will.

agree on language standards

This was the view adopted

framers of our Constitution, who debated

and

the

rejected proposals

to make English an official language.
This

policy

has

been vindicated in the face of tests much

more severe than anything we face
of the

fact

common

in

that
the

the

use

nineteenth

ed11cation vJas ::ammon,

and

of

today.

t.

foreign languages was much more

century
the

We tend to lose si

U.S.

than i t is now.
Commissioner

Bili

of Education

could write in 1870 that ''the German language has actually become
Republic~

the second language of our
now considered

and a knowledge of German is

essential to a finished education."
-
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In reaction,

certain

states

particularly in

tried

to

impose

English

by

(often, these measures were coupled with

attempts to restrict foreign immigration).
the Nebraska legislature

made

In 1923, for example,

it illegal to give instruction to

primary-school students in any language other

than

:i.r1s:;t.n.u:::tic.m ttJC:H.dd

allen

to

in

"inculc.::~te:

the

best

[st.LtdentsJ

interests

Fortunately, the law was overturned

by

th~

English,

which

the law was upheld by the state supreme court,

senitments

means,

the early years of this century, when xenophobic

sentiment was at a high

such

official

of

held

~nd

that

the

ideas and

this

country."

U.S. Supreme Court on

grounds of the Fourteenth Amendment.
this

all

seems

silly now.

grandchildren of earlier immigrants
~nu

tho

pockets

of

Pennsylvania Dutch,

biligualism

are
that

The children

proficient
still

and

in English,

exist--among the

the Cajuns, or the Finns of Michigan"s Upper

Penninsula--are the pride of

local

tourist

commissions.

assure you that fifty years from now, Proposition 63 is
appear just as absurd as the

Nebraska

law of 1923.

And I

going to

The trouble

with movements like the U.S. English group is that they have lost

I

sight of the enormous
which

have

made

cultural

and

economic appeal of English,

it the most widely-used language in the world.

without the help of official support.
To my mind, this is the most distressing aspect to
English

movement.

What these people are saying, in effect, is

that the English language
Lrong

the U.S.

and

American

En~lish

culture are not

enough to win allegiance on their own merits; they have to

be bolstered by the full force
sort of thing you hear from

of

peoples

state authority.

that have lost faith in the

strength of their own culture and language.
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This is the

TESTIMONY
by the

STATE PERSONNEL BOARD
to the
SENATE ELECTIONS COMMITTEE

and the
ASSEMBLY TASK FORCE ON
PROPOSITION 63

on

PROPOSITION 63

Monday, September 29, 1986
Wednesday, October 1, 1986
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS, MY NAME IS SHIRLEY ALLAN AND I AM
REPRESENTING THE STATE PERSONNEL BOARD.

I WOULD LIKE

TO T3ANK THE COMMITTEE FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY TODAY
WITH RESPECT TO THE POTENTIAL IMPACT PROPOSITION 63 WOULD
HAVE ON THE STATE CIVIL SERVICE.

•

FIRST, LET ME GIVE YOU SOME BACKGROUND:

IN 1973, THE DYMALLY-ALATORRE BILINGUAL SERVICES ACT
MANDATED THAT EVERY STATE DEPARTMENT DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN
PROVIDING PUBLIC SERVI

EMPLOY BILINGUAL STAFF OR INTER-

PRETERS WHEN A SUBSTANTIAL PORTION OF THEIR CLIENTELE (5% OR
) IS NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING.
RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINI

THE STATE PERSONNEL BOARD IS

ING THIS BILINGUAL

PROGR~1

IN

CONJUNCTION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION.

AN ANNUAL LANGUAGE SUR~EY IS CONDUCTED BY STATE

DEPARTMENTS, BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS TO IDENTIFY THE NUMBER
OF PUBLIC CONTACT POSITIONS, THE NUMBER OF PUBLIC CONTACTS
MADE BY EACH LANGUAGE AND THE NUMBER OF BILINGUAL POSI(S) IN EACH AGENCY.

THE RESULTS OF THIS SURVEY ARE

REPORTED TO THE STATE PERSONNEL BOARD WHO COMPILE THE
INFORMATION FOR AN ANNUAL REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE.

TESTS

FOR LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STATE
PERSONNEL BOARD AND PERSONS APPOINTED TO BILINGUAL POSITIONS
RECEIVE LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY PAY ACCORDING TO THE CONTROLLING MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING.
- 101 -

PROPOSITION 63 WOULD HAVE A PROFOUND NEGATIVE IMPACT ON THE
ABILITY OF STATE GOVERNMENT TO COMMUNICATE WITH AND DELIVER
SERVICES TO LIMITED AND NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING RESIDENTS OF
THE STATE.

THIS COULD HAVE AN ALARMING EFFECT IN CASES SUCH

AS THE JALISCO CHEESE OR WATERMELON INCIDENTS OF THE PAST
YEAR.

NO EXCEPTIONS ARE CONTAINED IN THE PROPOSITION TO

PERMIT THE STATE TO CONTINUE TO PROVIDE VITAL SERVICES IN
LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH.

THUS, THE STATE WOULD BE

POWERLESS TO RESPOND .TO THE MANY VARYING NEEDS OF THE
PUBLIC.

THE BOARD ESTIMATES ABOUT TWO MILLION RESIDENTS

COULD BE DENIED EQUAL RIGHTS AND BENEFITS TO WHICH THEY
OTHERWISE WOULD BE ENTITLED IF THE BILINGUAL SERVICES OF
STATE GOVERNMENT WERE CURTAILED BY PROPOSITION 63.

OVER

3,364 POSITIONS IN STATE GOVERNMENT HAVE BEEN DESIGNATED TO
PROVIDE BILINGUAL SERVICES TO THE LIMITED AND NON-ENGLISH
SPEAKING POPULATION.

THE MAJOR OCCUPATIONS THAT WOULD BE

AFFECTED INCLUDE FOUR GENERAL CATEGORIES:

· 1.

LAW ENFORCEMENT - THE REQUIREMENT FOR BILINGUAL
SKILLS IN OVER 259 POSITIONS ENGAGED IN LAW
ENFORCEMENT (PRIMARILY THE CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY
PATROL AND THE CALIFORNIA YOUTH AUTHORITY) COULD BE
ELIMINATED WHICH COULD DIRECTLY IMPACT THE HEALTH
AND SAFETY OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC AS WELL AS THAT OF
THE LIMITED AND NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING POPULATIONS.
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2.

HEALTH AND MEDICAL SERVICES - NEARLY 440 HEALTH AND
MEDICAL SERVICE PROFESSIONALS COULD BE AFFECTED.
THESE INCLUDE THE TOXIC, REHABILITATION, PSYCHIATRIC TECHNICIANS AND SEVERAL OTHER PROGRAM AREAS.

3.

EMPLOYMENT - OVER 2,124 EMPLOYMENT SPECIALIST AND
CLERICAL POSITIONS WOULD BE AFFECTED WHICH PROVIDE
EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, PLACEMENT, AND RENDERING
VARIOUS RELATED SERVICES TO THE UNEMPLOYED.

4.

GENERAL - OVER 541 BILINGUAL POSITIONS COULD BE
AFFECTED WHICH PROVIDE SERVICES IN ENFORCING LABOR,
VEHICLE, FAIR EMPLOYMENT, UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE,
CRIMINAL, CIVIL AND SEVERAL

O~HER

LAWS.

IN CLOSING, THE STATE PERSONN~L BOARD BELIEVES THAT PROPOSITION 63 COULD BE USED TO CHALLENGE EVERY FORM OF LANGUAGE
ASSISTANCE CURRENTLY PROVIDED BY STATE AGENCIES.

IT WOULD

SERIOUSLY UNDERMINE THE STATE'S ABILITY TO DELIVER SERVICES
TO RESIDENTS OF THE STATE AND DENY EQUAL RIGHTS TO THOSE WHO
WISH TO COMMUNICATE WITH THEIR GOVERNMENT.

I WOULD LIKE TO

DRAW YOUR ATTENTION TO SOME STATISTICS THAT WE HAVE PROVIDED
WITH OUR WRITTEN TESTIMONY.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, I

WILL ATTEMPT TO ANSWER THEM.
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!984-&5 LANGUAGE SURVEY
STATEWIDE
LIMITED OR NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING CONTACTS
TABLE I

1984-85
TOTAL CONTACTS

1983-84
TOTAL CONTACTS

LANGUAGE

%

II

NET CHANGE

%

#

%

I

396,890

7.25

417,777

7.26

+20,887

0.01(+)

American Sign

3,473

0.06

8,151

0.14

+4,678

0.08(+)

Arabic

2,373

0.04

2,574

0.04

+201

Armenian

2,431

0.04

2,958

0.05

+527

0.01 (+)

Cambodian

2,027

0.04

1,850

0.03

-177

0.01 (-)

Cantonese

14,603

0.27

14,907

0.27

+304

German

975

0.02

2,787

0.05

+1,812

Hindustani

744

0.01

632

0.01

-112

4,073

0.07

5,175

0.09

+1, 102

Spanish

Japanese

..

0.03(+)

0.02(+)

0.12

+885

o.o1 <+>

2,035

0.04

-723

0.01(-)

0.05

3,070

0.05

+126

I, 150

0.02

I ,464

0.03

+314

1,542

o.o3

1,896

o.o3

+354

564

o.o1

816

0.01

+252

Tagalog

8,814

0.16

9,967

0.17

+1 ,153

Vietnamese

9,675

0.18

20,680

0.36

+11,005

0.18(+)

Other*

6,996

0.13

31,783

0.55

+24,787

0.42(+)

468,248

8.55

535,623

9.31

. +67,375

0.76(+)

Eng I ish

5,008,663

91.45

5,218,129

90.69

209,466

0.24 (+)

TOTALS:

5,476,911

100.00

5,753,752

100.00

Korean

6,216

0.11

7,101

Laotian

2,758

0.05

Mandarin

2,944

Portugese
Punjabi
Samoan

SUB-TOTALS:

---

*Includes al 1 other non-English languages.
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1984-85 LANGUAGi: SURVeY
SUMMARY DATA BY AGENCY /I:>EPAR-:-iliEM

TABLE II

TOTAL
CONTACTS

AGENCY/DEPARTMENT

LIMITED OR NON-ENGLISH
SPEAKING CONTACTS

2.

BUSINESS, TRANSPORTATION, AND HOUSING
A.

Alcoholic Beverage Control

B.

Commerce

c.

Corporations

D.

H1ghway Patrol

E•

Housing and Community Development

F.

Motor Vehicles

G.

Real Estate

H.

State Banking

I•

Transportation

I

I
I
I

29,858

4,005

13.41

18

17

0

2,753

27

0.98

0

0

0

16,137

75

0.46

1

0

0

455,642

36,053

7.91

163

141

157

38,231

483

1.26

38

0

1

1,735,346

125,640

7.24

••

**

**

l[)

42,350

517

1.22

3

0

0

.--!

3,678

101

2.75

0

2

2

130,708

6,979

5.33

24

17

2

5,191

289

5.57

2

1

0

1,126

3

0.26

0

0

0

491

0

o.oo

0

0

0

oA

ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
A.

3.

DEPT • PROJECTED
BILINGUAL
APPOINTMENTS
FOR 84/85

%

I
1•

BILINGUAL
POSITIONS

IOENTIF lED
BILINGUAL
POSITIONS
DEFICIENCIES

Air Resources

HEALfH AND WELFARE
A.

Aging

B.

Alcohol and Drug Programs

c.
o.

Developmental Services

102.167

10,483

10.26

*

*

II

Employment Development

1,394,378

224,379

16.09

2,117

48

0

I

*The number of current bi I ingual positions, deficiencies, and projected appointments was not available for the department because
incomplete
formation was submitted.
*The

of

I es was a I I owed to use
years 1 data tor the 984-85
iciencies, and projected appoi
was avai I able.

Veh i

del

•

. then:! fore

•

on

0

i984-85 LANGUAGE SUR\c

SUMMARY DATA BY

AGENCY/OE?A?<-:-~1\JT

TABlE II

TOTAL
CONTACTS

AGENCY/DEPARTMENT

3.

4.

BILINGUAL
POSITIONS

DEPT • PROJECTED
BILINGUAl

APPOINTMENTS
FOR 84/85

I

%

120,803

8,800

7.28

53

35

1

7,305

465

6.37

*

*

*

HEALTH AND WELFARE - contd.
E.

Health Services

F•

Mental Health

G.

Rehab i I i tat ion

295,633

29,101

10.05

342

40

3

H.

Social Services

55,788

3,878

6.95

45

32

3

1,909

20

1.05

0

0

0

~

.-I

RESOURCES AGENCY
A.

5.

LIMITED OR NON-ENGLISH
SPEAKING CONTACTS

IDENTIFIED
Bll NGUAL
POS TIONS
DH ICIENCIES

- contd.

Boating and Waterways

0.25

1

0

0

1.76

1

2

0

1,672

3.25

0

5

0

36,088

596

1.65

18

2

0

321,814

32,811

10.20

*

*

*
0

B.

Conservation

7,299

18

c.

Conservation Corps.

4,201

14

D.

Fish and Game

51,435

E•

Forestry

F•

Parks and Recreation

G.

Water Resources

H.

State Coastal Conservancy

0

..

18,955

2i4

1.13

0

0

316

0

o.oo

0

0

0

15,116

1,301

8.25

32

0

2

109,770

3,440

3.13

18

9

6

STATE AND CONSUMER SERVICES
A.

Fair Employment and Housing

B. Franchise Tax Board
~-·----····-··-------------

•rhe number of current bi I ingual positions, deficiencies, and projected appointments was not available for the department because
incomplete information was submitted.

~.)t)09il
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1984-85 LANGUAGE SuRVc~'
SUMMARY DAfA BY AGENCY/OEPART;.;E,..T
TABLE II

AGENCY/DEPARTMENT

TOTAL
CONTACTS

LIMITED OR NON-ENGLISH
SPEAKING CONTACTS

6.

%

STATE AND CONSUMER SERVICES - contd.

c.

General Services

28,693

258

0.90

0

3

0

D.

~useum of Science and Industry

11,990

1,466

12.23

1

4

0

E.

Personnel Board

36,061

1 ,811

5.02

7

0

0

F•

Veterans Affairs

33,211

273

0.82

0

0

0

3,371

39

1.16

16

0

YOUTH AND ADULT CORRECTIONAL AGENCY
A.

B.
7.

DEPT. PROJECTED I
81 LINGUAL
I
APPOINTMENTS
FOR 84/85
I
I

I

s.

81 LINGUAL
POSITIONS

IDENT IF lEO
BILINGUAL
POSITIONS
DEFICIENCIES

- contd.

Board of Prison Terms
Youth Authority

65,024

3,427

..

r--0

5.27

96

8

5

NON-AGENCY DEPARTMENTS
A.

Agriculture Labor Relations Board

5,225

2,869

54.91

42

0

0

B.

Arts Counci I

2,946

5

0.17

0

0

0

c.

Board of Control

4,231

340

8.04

1

2

1

D.

Controllers

4,668

37

0.79

0

0

0

E•

Education

27,567

2,213

8.03

73

10

22

F•

Equalization

182,038

10,650

5.85

11

35

1

G.

Expo and State Fair

912

0

o.oo

0

0

0

H.

Fair

1,113

36

3.23

0

0

0

Poi

itical Practices

-·--·-
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i984-85 LANGUAGE

su:::..::·

SUMMARY DATA BY AGENCY /DE?A;~TMENT
TABLE II

IDENT F ED

AGENCY/DEPARTMENT

TOTAL
CONTACTS

-----7.

LIMITED OR NON-ENGL
SPEAKING CONTACTS
%

#

Bl LINGUAL
POS TIONS

Bl UNGUAL
POSITIONS
DEf C ENCIES

- contd.

DEPT. PROJECTED I

BILINGUAL
INTMENTS
FOR 84/85

------

NON-AGENCY DEPARTMENTS - contd.
I•

Health Faci I ities

2,194

0

o.oo

0

0

0

j •

Horse Racing Board

2,467

564

22.86

4

0

I

K.

Industrial Relations

120,818

12,851

10.64

160

18

1

I

L.

Justice

91 ,054

1,840

2.02

34

1

5

I

M.

Pub I ic Uti I ities Commission

42,450

2,766

6.52

13

9

0

N.

Pub I ic Defender

808

28

3.46

I

I

0

o.

Pub I ic Employment Relations Board

2,537

2

o.o8

0

0

0

P.

Secretary of State

53,547

87

0.16

14

0

0

o.

Student Aid Commission

4,557

458

10.05

0

11

0

R.

Unemployment Insurance Appeals
Board

20,928

1,574

7.52

15

2

2

5,753,752

535,623

9.32

3,364

455

227

..

'

TOTAlS:
--------------~~---------~--~-----------
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M~tlllun Am•rican
Dfffiil'lll•

634 South

end l.duuuonel 'und

l 08 A11Q!'11&5. CA 000 14
(213) 629·2512

Spr~ng

St""'l.

MALDEF

111h FIOOI

Testimony of

John D. Trasvina
Legislative Attorney

on
Proposition 63
before the
California State Assembly

September 30, 1986
San Francisco, California

- 109 Roo~ona•

94108

ooaa
634

Suote910
ChiCagO ll 1310604

11th Floor
los Angeles, CA 90014

Sao AniOntO. TX 78205

(213) 629·2512

(5121224-5476

(3121427-9363
~

Soutt> Spnng Street.

343 ~ Oearbom Street

Contnl:lul•ons Are De<:hJChble fo< US Income Ta• Purposes

517 Petroleum Commerce Bldg
201 NorthSt Mary's Street

1701 18th Street, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20009
{202) 393-5111

a~·t-n'!l~~,v

with offices in Sacranento,

T:'ii!:>''~"il:ii"'~ ~

Walmll'l]t:on

D.C. is

a

organization dedicated to the

national

arrl advan.oe.nent

ancestry.

los

San Frc:mcl.sc:o as well as Olicago, San Antonio and

Clara

.;>c;un..a

of MAIDEF, the Mexican .Anerican

arrl c:onstitional rights of Jmericans

For the past 19 years, MMDEF has

~sued

litigation

advocacy in the areas of education, etploynent, imni.gration arrl 'VOtin:J
to jeopardize the p:rogress we

• Today, Proposition
others have merle.

If Proposition

63 passes, Er.glish will rot be the

"" ........ ,._..........._ larguage of California, discrimination will be.
frcrn here in the sarrllots across frcrn Old City

A century ago an::l a

the Workirgn:en's Party. Although an inmigrant

rose Dennis Kearney

this firebrarrl

enntionalism led the call for the Sec:orrl California

Constititutional Convention
ment

•

to make En:Jlish the only official govern-

In the same era, the California SUprere Ca.lrt in Pec?ple v.

barred the test.i.no:ny

63 'NOU.ld make'

Chinese f:rcm oor state CD.l.rt.roans.

Today,

the official larguage am potentially exclude

vict..i.ne am witnesses fran California

In

Elections Cbde, Gaylord arrl Bolin:Jer
discrimina.tion against Lati.ros on aOCXJUilt

Japanese on the basis of tational origin in california.

- 110 -

If

nust

of stare decisis
applied in the instant case.

u.s.

anythin;1, they

'lhe Constitution forecloses En]lish to

be used as a preoonditin to civil

Tanton, fol.lrrler

am precedent nea.n

oomititutional rights.

Dr. John

Erglish, in a RABC Radio debate on Friday admitted

that Prqosition 63 as a statute \t.UUld have been c:halleJ'¥3ed as unconstitutional.
Yet Prqosition 63

am

its Corgressional oounterpart represent the first

tine exrept for the brief period of PrOO.ibition that the constitution Slel'dnent
pr~ss

has been used to explicitly deny rights to sare Jmericans.

'Ihis,

the 200th year of our federal constitution is ro t.i.ne to bJrden the federal
or state constitutions with larguage issues.
If rot Proposition 63, then what?

True lovers of Erglish 'Wall.d p;1Sh

for nore EnJlish literacy, rot intrusive
cmerrlrrentS e

.

For many years 1 MAI.DEF

am

am nean-spirited

constitutional

other civil rights organizations

such as UJI.AC, National Council of LaRaza, arrl Chinese for Affirmative Action
have advanci:d public arrl private efforts for Erglish proficiency arrl citizenship

tra.inin:j.
Here in San Francisoo efforts to increase the cxmrunity oollege b.Jdget
for adult ESL programs in 1982 were net with derision
Erglish-only supfX>rters.

am opposition by today's

'lhl.s year the Corgressional Hispanic caurus sponsored

the Erx}lish Proficiency Act which w:>Uld provide $10 million for adult literacy
programs for those not yet proficient in Erglish.

Similar efforts in SacrCI'Iellto

-were initiated by Senator Art Torres.
In short 1 LatiroS

am

Asian J\nericans 00 not need thiS Or

stitutional amen::ment to ena:JUrage them to learn

~lish.

any other

COn-

98% of Hispanic parents

surveyed in the 1985 Miami marketirg study said they felt. it essential that their

- 112 -

dlildren read
Latims were

am

Erglish perfectly..

In los Argeles, over 40,000

way by the los Argeles Unified School District because

English classes were already full.

'lbese am similar runbers arourd the

state am the nation speak volurres to the every day a::mnitment to EIY:Jlish

'!hey do mt need to be encan-aged,

proficiency of Latiros am Asian Americans.
they need to be enabled.

Preposition 63 will rot help

an:ro~

learn Err:Jlish.

If the Miani

""""•"""""' can provide any guidance to Vlat enabling legislation
-would be like in California, we

can expect

all rumbers of legal questions to

be raised, in the private sector as well as goverm.ent.

bls~ss.

It took

four years, for exarrple, for the Miami ordinance to be revised to allOW' for
hospital interpreters..

~~

the Miami

Until that tine, like the California ronstitutional

o~ carried·~

specific exenptions.

Today, MAIDEF joins Goverror Deukn:ejian, your colleagues in roth parties,
leaders

academic, legal arrl other fields

California and,

newspapers such as the USA Today, Christian Science
Monitor, Milwaukee Journal, Boston Globe, Deriver Post and cnmtless others

urg:in:J rejection of PropositiOn 63

- 113 -

arrl the Erglish Lan:Juage

THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS WERE UNABLE TO TESTIFY AT THE HEARING
BUT SUBMITTED STATEMENTS FOR THE RECORD:
WILLIE L. BROWN, JR., SPEAKER OF THE ASSEMBLY
BILL HONIG, SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
DINESH DESAI
AURELIO YUEN

•

•

- 114 -

EMBLY
September 29, 1986

WILliE lEWIS
SPEAKER OF THE

Assembly
. Brown Jr. said today he believes
Proposition 63,
e initia
would declare English the
official language of Calif
is unnecessary, misleading and
ultimately harmful to
State
California.
•The proposition claims it would declare English the official
language
t we know that
at it proponents want is English as
the ONLY language
can never allow that," Speaker Brown said.
"English alr
s
e comme ial,
itical and social
language of Cal for
d 11
would flourish here
acknowledge t ir n
English language.
"But
uld newcome
the opportunity to
participate -- and to contri
to our society because they
lack English fl
"This state -nation -- was built and continues
of its immigrants from a diversity
to thrive on the contri
of races, nations
t
ue . We s uld ask ourselves what would
have happened had th
en welc
at our shores by a sign
reading "English only".
"To try to write nto our Con titution a prohibition against
other languages -- including
ish, the native tongue of our
founding fathers and mothers -- would be folly.
"There are
actical r sons, too, for voters to reject this
vague proposition. One cannot
ict where its application might
deny critical use of ot
1
uages: Would doctors in our
hospitals be fo i
t
k to patients in other languages?
Would police
fie r or f
fi ters not be allowed to give
emergency instruct
r 1
uage?-Would our news media
pr ibit
fr
to communities in their native
languages?
"Proponents
lish initiative would say it only puts
into the state Constit
ed practice. But why do we
need to
to an al
Constitution instead of
trying to str
"Further, the
uous wording could open the
door to a myriad
s lawsuits
ich might result in
wiping out all
ti
ou sta e's precious heritage.
"I
lieve the oters of California are too wise and too
oud to buy into this k
of restrictive and discriminatory
proposition. I have
ith
at
e voters will join me in
guaranteeing its d eat."
115 SACRAMENTO OFFICE/STATE CAPITOL, SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
DISTRICT OFFICE/540 VAN NESS AVENUE,
FRANCISCO, CA 94102
NOl PRINTED OR MAll

r:n

AT Pi !RI lr' ~vPt:l\lC't:

TELEPHONE (916! 445-8077
TELEPHONE (4151 557-0784
~
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TION

CALIFORNIA

Bill Honig
Superintendent

CA 94244-2720

of Public lnstructior

STA~mNT OF Bn.L HONIG
BEFORE JOINT LEGISLATIVE HE?\RING
CN POOPOSITION 63

September 29, 1986

State Superintendent of
Instruction Bill Honig today sent the following
statement to the joint committee hearing on the English-only initiative.
"I support the concept that
Californians should be able to communicate in a
corrmon language ••• and that language is English.
"A cornerstone of our efforts to improve California schools has been to make
sure that each student can read, write and speak effectively in English.
Without those skills, it
obvious that our young people will lack the
opportunity to reach
full potential and contribute to our economy and our
society.
"It is just as obvious that Proposition 63 is not the way to go. Its language
ambiguous; it invites
ts which will be costly and divisive, and it
adds nothing of substance to our current laws which already emphasize the need
for all Californians to communicate well in English.
"I believe the best way to
sure we continue to maintain a strong common
language is to make new Californians feel weloame, and to give them the tools
to beccme English speakers as quickly as possible."

POOP63
9/26/86
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ition 63

Desai. I m a resident of
United States. I'm a
volunteer in the California
r, I gave numerous speeches
to make English the official
lected signatures from
you as an individual but
lifornians who signed

•

ia, a country where over four
are currently in use. Of these,
as
ional languages and
two,
offic 1
a s of the country.
ies
you go from one
completely;
like when you
,
re is very little
ract
idents of one state rarely
about moving to
or expanding their business
across the
1
other hand, there is a lot of
tension
thinking of a
e to
typical Ind
isolation created by
this language
example of this multiple
language si
that I have in my hand.
India West is
the San Francisco bay area
commun
on the West Coast. This
and caters
simply because if it were to be
newspaper is
it would be subscribed to by only
published in
can understand that language. Even though
a small popu
origin here who do not understand
there are many
is probably more dialogue between
much English,
ia living in the u.s. as a
Indians from
result of this
published in English.
A

communication,
felt. Obviou
as a society
great str
ted
have not
of this common
population
the tr
s increase
izat
areas
will

the majority of people in
communities and subsisted on
was no common language across
However, with the onset of
enormous advances in transportation and
a common language is being sorely
icient communication increases
more complex. One of the
is its diverse population
difficult for many who may
society to appreciate the role
li , in uniting our diverse
r ibly efficient society. Due to
international trade, there is a
for a universal language in many
indeed if the u.s. were to start
- 117 -

dir
like to
e a few comments
on the operation of
owner of a
bus

is proposition
the benefits
To those
as to
ional
that one mu
everybody knows
oppose the
negative
see the for
opos ion 63
common language and
adopted country
that than to
ion.

1

see
d

•

I

STATEMENT OF
AURELIO YUEN
ON BEHALF OF
THE CALIFORNIA ENGLISH CAMPAIGN
PROPONENT OF
PROPOSITION 63
ENGLISH AS THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE

SEPTEMBER 29, 1986

BEFORE THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS
AND
SPECIAL ASSEMBLY TASK FORCE
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63

ry to
most
i 1
p
i
very

HANDOUTS PROVIDED AT THE HEARING

I
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COMMITTEES
(HAJR~/.A~J

JUDICIARY

srmbltt

1£rgislature

illa
OAk~ AND

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMEr~T Ar•O
NEW TECHNOLOGIES
GOVERNMEN1 AL ORGAN,ZAT!Qi,.
PUBLIC INVESTMENTS FINANCE

MJD BON :lED IN DE BTE Dt;E SS
TRM<SPORTATION

CALiFORNIA 946']/

(41.jl 464·0339

SACRAMENTO ADDHESS

M. HARRIS

CAPITOL

ASSEMBLYMAN. THIRTEENTH DISTRICT

St<CRAMENTO CAUFORf\<lA g:,s14

Order of Testimony
Proposition 63 Hearings
San Francisco, CA
September 29, 1986

Initial Presentations:
1.

Historical Perspective
Arturo Madrid, Director, Tomas Rivera Center

2.

Sponsor of Proposition 63
Stanley Diamond

3.

Legal and Public Safety Issues
Louise Renne, City Attorney, City and County of San Francisco
Rosario Anaya, Member, Board of Education, SF
John Balbanian, Pres
, San Francisco Bar Association

4.

Opposition to

63

1
Affairs Council of California
Mark Schi
,
Director, JACL
Ron Wakabayashi, Nat
Jose Padilla, Director, California Rural Legal Assistance
5.

Sponsor of Propos

63

S.I. Hayakawa
6.

Linguistic Issues
Jeff Numberg, Usage Editor, American Heritage Dictionary
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1

Chapter of
2

3.

4.
Democratic Club

5.
i

6.
7.

of Union Members

8.

Lee

9

1

11.

I

MALDEF

Official State
Official

Constitutional Amendn1ent
by the Attorney General

mmary

STATE LANGUAGE. INITIATIVE CO!\JSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT. Provides that English is the
languagt of State of California.
Legislature to enforce this provision by appropriate legislation. RequirE's
and state officials to take all steps
to ensure that the role of English as the common language of
state is preserved and enhanced. Provides
shaH make no law which diminishes or ignores the
of English as the common
any resident of or person doing business in state shall have
to sue the state to enforce
of Legislative Analyst's estimate of net state and local
fiscal impact: This measure would have no
effect on the costs or revenues of the state or local
governments.

Analysis by the Legislative Analyst
Background
The California Constitution does not confer any special
status on the English language.
Proposal
This constitutional amendment declares that English is
the official language of the State of California. It directs
the Legislature to enact appropriate legislation to preserve the role of English as the state's common language.
In addition, it prohibits the Legislature from passing laws
which diminish or ignore the role of English as the state's
common language.
Fiscal Effect
This measure would have no effect on the costs or revenues of the state and local governments.

Make the power connection ... register and vote!
Norma Webb, Redding

~

124 -

G86

TO ARTICLE Ill

m

Con-

people of the
of California. This

strengthen
any of the

It does

G86

ad

rest ••• Vote.

45

Constitutional Amendment
Favor of Proposition 63
safety and justice require the use of other languages;
• by weighing the effect of proposed legislation on the
role of English; and
·
• by preserving and enhancing the role of English as
our common language.
Californians have already expressed themselves decisively. More than a million Californians asked to place this
measure on the ballot, the third largest number of petition
signatures in California history. In 1984, 70+ percent of
California voters, 6,300,000, approved Proposition 38,
"Voting Materials in English ONLY."
This amendment sends a dear message: English is the
official language of California. To function, to participate
in our society, we must know English. English is the language of opportunity, of government, of unity. English, in
a fundamental sense, is US.
.
,
Every year California's government makes decisions
which ignore the role of English in our state; some may
cause irreversible harm. Government's bilingual activities
cost millions of taxpayers' dollars each year. This amendment will force government officials to stop and think
before taking action.
The future of California hangs in the balance-a state
divided or a state united-a true part of the Union. YES
is for unity-for what is right and best for our state, for our
country, and for all of us.
PLEASE VOTE YES ON PROPOSITION 63-ENGLISH AS THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE OF CALIFORNIA.

in English,

S. I. HAY AKA W A, Ph.D.
United States Senator, 1977-1982
J. WILLIAM OROZCO
Businessman
STANLEY DIAMOND
Chainnan, California English Campaign

public_

Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition 63
our "offi-

haven't yet
services
service anthem
mak63
of
amends the Constitupermanent and
'-"""""'""· from the State
and hospitals will
and
needs of

ceptions the proponents claim. It has no exception for use
of foreign languages where public health, safety and justice require.
.
Inevitable disputes over the meaning of Proposition 63's
sweeping language will mean our government \\-ill be
dragged into countless, costly lawsuits at taxpayers' expense.
America's greatness and uniqueness lie in the fact that
we are a nation of diverse people with a shared commitment to democracy, freedom and fairness. That is the
common bond which holds our nation and state together.
It runs much deeper than the English language.
Proposition 63 breeds intolerance and di\.risiveness. It
betrays our democratic ideals.
Vote NO on Proposition 63!
UIE HONORABLE DIANNE FEINSTEIN
Mayor, San Francisco
ART TORRES
State Senator, Uth Distn'ct
STATE COUNCIL OF SERVICE EMPLOYEES

It does not contain the exon this

are the opinions of the authors and have not been checked for accuracy by any official agency
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General
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'WILLIE L
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Police
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Police Department

to Argument Against

been checked for accuracy
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Proposition 63
Constitutional Amendment

SUMMARY OF KEY PROVISIONS

Constitution of the State of Caliprovides that English is the
Specifically, it:

63 wou
adding a
la
ge o

a
State officials to take all steps
the
the role of English as the common
to
of the State is
served and enhanced;

is

ture to enforce the section by appropriate

is

0

ro

of

ture from making laws which diminish or
English as the common language of the

State;
G

person doing business in the State of
the State to enforce the section;

Declares that nothing
the name of advancing the use of
lish shall supersede any of the rights guaranteed by the
State Constitution.

BACKGROUND

•
three
1

unsuccessful legislative
official language of the

by Senator Speraw in the
Congress to support an amendthe Un
States designating English
nation.

28 -

11

l

THE PROPONENTS

Fonner
Di

, Assembl
i
i

ill, and Stan
),

are

-3-

major

supporters
initiative. CEC is the equivalent of
r Senator
's U.S. ENGLISH program at the federa
level
adoption of a Constitutional amendment to make
ial language;
2)
to repeal laws
mandating mu
llots and voting materials;
3) for
restriction of government funding for bilingual education to
term transit
1 programs; and 4)
for universal enforcement of the English language and civics requirement for naturalization.
Diamond hopes the initiative will lead to finding bilingual education unconstitutional i.e. process of teaching immigrant school
children in their native language (Los Angeles Times, August 14,
1986).

ARGUMENTS OF PROPONENTS

The Amendment Will Serve As a Unifying Force
It will strengthen the role that English has played as a
fying force in American life.
It will encourage immigrants to learn English

~ore

uni-

quickly.

The English Language Will Be Protected

•

0

Since the amendment would require the legislature to pass no
laws that ignore or dim ish English i.e.
issue ballots and
mater ls in
lish only (except where required by federal
law) , the legislature would have to weigh the effect of
sed legislat
on the role of English.

The amendment is necessary to prevent the huge flow of foreign
immigration from splintering into a state of competing cultures and language ghettos (San Francisco Chronicle, August
14, 1986).
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-40

creat
citizens at

of

a
se of

ss

of

The Amendment Would Not Be Restrictive
0

Use of languages in unofficial situations, such as family
bus
communicat
religious ceremon s, or
would still
itted.

0

Tea

0

Use of other languages would be permitted where publ
safety, and justice require it.

ing

ign languages would still be pe

WHO ARE THE OPPONENTS?

statewide coalit
osition 63,
the initiat
legis
Ange
Hi

A

L

called Cali
ians Uni
-to oppose
Senator Art Torres (D-Los Angeles)
coalition is comprised of a number of state
of Los
General
K. Van de
local
zations,
and
Mexican-Amer can
not

rt of the coalit

, he

ARGUMENTS OF OPPONENTS

0

of

as written, would -1- . , - -t,
instead of
nd,
all c izens because
would cut off those who
reason of language abil
from essent 1 government

s
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tone, the amendment would
cal
curtain bilingual educasel
s, counseling, family planning,
other social services.

0

Any harmful effects
It contains no
lie health,
claim.

o

11 be permanent and unchangeable.

ion for use of foreign languages where
safety, and justice require as proponents

The amendment would
services for
vices and bilingual

ten numerous health and safety public
lish speakers such as 911 emergency serlic transit signs.

It Would Encourage Lawsuits
0

The broad
init
ive allows anyone to sue the Legislawsuits
and
resulting in costly
lature,
encourag
protracted litigat
whi
would force the Legislature to
spend unwarranted amounts of taxpayers' monies to defend
itself.

The
itiative could prov
a constitutional basis for legislative action to constrain the free enterprise system, under
the guise of enforc
its provisions, by limiting or completely abolishing the use of advertising in languages other
than English.
It would have a "chill
tourism.
Racial Tension Woul
0

effect" on

business

relations

and

Result

The initiative is designed to divide communities and retard
assimilation and integration of immigrants.
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-60

The
it tive
against new

0

Even if courts upho
it
63,

is a
grants.

screen

for

l

s

istic d
rs
a rul
a
le would create racial tens on.

of

Ana

Fiscal
The Legislative Analyst and Director of F
have
the Attorney General that
thout
1
s as to what
ate legislation to enforce this measure would entail, it
s not
possible to
ne whether state or local governments would
incur any costs or savings if
measure is adopted
However,
the Initiative is broadly-worded and prov
s for a private r
of act
to sue the Legislature
almost
spawn scores of lawsuits from both
For
the
example, opponents could challenge
amendment on the
sis that it is
constitut
1
cted rights.
hand, could target state
s which
and vot
basis of
could
rmined lit
governments.

Constitutional Implications
The

of

0

is

Wou
because they const
stitut
?

from its
is
s under the state Con-

3 -

-7-

services
ion?

would

rna

ba

a

on federal law pre-

Would a classif
the Equal Protect
ral Constitut

on language proficiency violate
f
Fourteenth Amendment of the

To what extent wou

parties be affected?

Would the First

of free speech be affected?

nt r

SPECIAL CONCERN --- ARE BILINGUAL B'ALLOTS COSTLY?

Federal requirements for
iding bilingual voting materials
have significantly changed s
1984. Under the Federal Voting
s Act of 1965, as amended by PL 94-73, ten counties in Calia, as opposed to 39 in 1984, are required to furnish ballots
r than the Engli
language. These counties are Fresno,
ial, Kern, Kings, Madera, Merced, Monterey, San Benito,
re, and Yuba.
Although the total cost for furnishing ballots and
other
ion-related mater 1
these counties is not readily availle, implementation of the federal law does not present prohibitive costs for the counties. For example, in Fresno county, the
cost for printing and translating 8,050 ballots for the June,
1986, primary elect
was $10,000. For Imperial County, the
cost for providing 1,200 ballots and other material was approximately $8,000.
the other 48 count s, where the Secretary of State determines
tha members of a single language minority lack English skills at
a rate of 3% or more of
voting-age residents, California law
requires
posting of facs
le language ballots, ballot measures, and instruct
s in languages oth~r than English at the
li
place (Elect
s
§ 14203).
Los Angeles County, with
,385,207 or 27.7% of the total 12,208,084 registered vot.ers in
Cali
ia (Secretary of State, Summary Report, June 4 1986),
t
$9,000 in
sting the required instructions and ballot
measures. Orange
, with 1,030,213 registered voters spent
imately $200
the June 1986, primary election, and Santa
County, with 659,605 registered voters, spent approximately
$300.
The State of California expects to spend approximately
$57,000 (
cost at the November 1984 election)
for providing
cs
versions of
voter pamphlet, with translations of
the
measure ana ses.

-
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DO NEW IMMIGRANTS WANT TO LEARN ENGLISH?

According to the Legislative Ana st's 1986-87 Analysis of the
Budget Bill, adult education was appropriated S 200 million last
year. Of this total, $500,000 or .0025% went for
se of
providing adult education courses in the area
1 sh as a
Second Language
(Ch.l441/85).
Department of
t
consultants indicate that 49 agencies applied for these funds and
only 15 districts were funded.
The need for greater funding of bilingual adult education programs is shown by the growing wa ing lists.
For example, Los
Ange s County has a wa ing list of
imate
20,000
viduals who want to enroll in this program.
Stockton has a waiting list of over 1,000 and the Central Valley's list adds up to
approximately 2,000.

COST OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION

According to the Legislative Analyst, in 1986-87, approximately
4.6 million students will attend public elementary and seconda
schools in California. Of these, approximately 500,000 or 12%
public enrollment are limited-English proficient (LEP) and eligible to receive specialized educational services in their primary
language.
The cost of serv
s to these children, most newly
arrived immigrants and poor families, is approximately $100 million (both federal and state), or 3% of the 3.2 billion dollar
budgeted by the state for spec liz
educational
Based on this general comparison,
tional costs
children are below the
proportionate representation
population.
Other data show
the average sa
of a c
1 il
1
teacher in 1984-85 was $1,118
ss than the average for all
teachers ($25,912 as opposed to $27,030).
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ARE CHILDREN LEARNING ENGLISH?

•

According to a
1
lished by the Assembly Office of
Research
(Bilingual Education, Learning English in California,
June, 1986), an avera
of 50,000 children are reclassified as
f
-English
rs year
Data showed that fluent English
ills are mastered well enough to promote solid academic
ing between two and one half and three and one half years
after entry in a bilingual program.
In addition,
first year
results
of a nat
1 evaluation of 4,000 limited-English
students which is
conducted by the U.S.
Department of
Education, on the effect
ss of English only {immersion)
classes compared to two kinds of bilingual classes,
show that
children enrolled in bilingual classes with the greatest use of
the primary language have made more progress
in
English
a
isitions than either
in the English-only classroom
immersion) or those enrol d in the bilingual class with less
primary language
sure.

Summary Prepared By:
Senate Office of Research
Luisa Menchaca
Senior Consultant
(916) 445-1727
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CAMPAIGN
~ucor>'L•L

IS THE OFFICIAL LAJ'\lGUAGE OF THE STATE

A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT INITIATIVE__--...._

tober 1,

86

The Hon. Elihu Harris, Chairman
gislative Task Force
The State Capitol
Sacramento, California
Dear Chairman Harris:
During hearings.in San Francisco on Proposition 63, you
requested information on governmental funding of Hispanic
organizational programs. Examples of such programs or
tempts to fund such
s are listed below.
are:
(1) National Hispanic University - funds to establish

programs. H.R. 2919, s~onsored by Congressman
Royball (CA):
of ~2 million in 1985 to
$4 million in
(2) HCM 2004,
onsored by Rep. Higuera in Arizona,
a bill to prohibit certain sales to "Anglos" in
the southern portion under the Gadsden agreement.
(J) Recommendation by the Hational Hispanic Leader-

ship Conference to the President and Congress to
adopt a
p
cy and finance programs
designed to encourage the preservation and development of the Spanish language.
{4) Bilingual C
cation Program for California Public
School Teachers (please see attachment).

s~~cere_ly \

.
J
"f~.(_
0'J,- . . ,. . . . . . . . .
Stanley" Diamond
Chairman
/
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The Bjl.ingual Certificate of Compl'tence and
Ciilifornia Public School
There

I

to do wjth

llisp;tnic LEP students in
to do with

the radical

to

..

the large n mber

relaUvely small group of

-----

school

s

f

programs and

Bee a use

themsc1es "Chicanos."

pub 1 j c
j

test1ng program

iJjlin"'ut~l

the slide's

take course work 1 n what

the cultural com-

lhe culture of

who ca 11

t housa nds of Ca l.i forn j a

that

Competency

jdeology of a

profession a 1 s

il J span j c

to su(.;gesl

the C<tUfornia Bjljngual

•;tclu;tlity h;ts Uttle

IndoctrJnaUon of

Teachers

js cons.iderable evidence

fpone_nt of

the

t e;tchers are

supposed

be j ng pres
pan c

to be con temporary lU

culture .in order to ejther pass requ1red classes leadjng to
ljngual credential

or

-----

to pass the cultural

component

Ccrt ificate of Competence,

this means in effect

to subnd I

I o a program of poll l i ca 1

rclev;tnce

to

arc

. Jt

is sign.ificant
impacted by

erinlendent

that
t o I ; tl

of

ndoc t r ina U on

langu;q:~e

..

of

the

they are fore

the students

tt e

has U

1 hat

that

hat

lhcy

more and more schools and d.istr.icts

puh 1 i c

1U90

jt

InstrucUon Honig slated

s c h o o 1 en r o 1 1 mc n I )

is estimated

gr;1dc level,

jn January of

en r o l l c d

rel;tl ivcly small

be

st;tbljshcd by

cj L cr by a

or certificate or by a

except jon o f "

e •s

f

taught

s l<d

figure will be 600,000.

a bilingual class must
be

(12.7% of the

len LEP students enrolled at as

the

I hc

thjs year

l s

j

n

Sup~

sc

that

for every

these cLtsses must

crcdenUal

re

the Caljfornia bjUngual educaljon program.

there were :tpproximately 525,000 LEP students

Jn each school,

of

that

for

tcachjng •

ing

By

the culture and

j

test

a

ea

teac er

teacher on w;:dver.

pPrcentage of
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];1w

\Vjl

the

teachers of LEP

c

d

t s

ing

pa s

who spc:1k 1; ngua

inslrucl ion

n a

course work .in
(a

b

s other
1 .i ngu;!l

This paper

erjals used

chcnsive.

to c.i thcr take and

ngu r.;c and methodology).
s a br.icf report of an analysis of certain

.

to prepare teachers for
tence.

ngual Ccrt ificatc of

13

cLu:::;sroom has

teacher

ulture or pass the cultural component of the

well as those in

cdurc:

han Span sh, every

the cultural component of the

I l does not pretend to be com-

To examine all of the study materials used throughout

c s I <de would be "

task beyond the rcsou.rces of t h 1 s

1 nvcsU ga-

n because of the. large number of colleges (lnd organizations that
offer classes for this purpose.

Course work leading to a bilingual

cdenlj;al or certJfjcate is given in many colleges in California,
private organizations, and jn study programs for teachers set up
y

lhcjr

•

dJ~tricts.

W jle the mater.ials represent only a small sample of the total,

there

is good reason to believe that they provide an accurate picture of

the ideas, events, and personalities emphasjzed in the course work
on culture and Jn the tests gjven for the DCC.
beUef is that

•

One reason for this

there .is a high correlation between .items found in

c sample lest questjons from the various sources.
lh;1l

because the

I ur c

an

( i n mo s l

n~

cas cs

is compcti 1 ive
iv

1

of teachers js,
I ea

hers m11 s I

jn realj ty,

Another is
a

commercial

p a y t u i t i on f o 1· t he courses )

c«ch jn li tut.ion or agency must

convjnce pros-

teacher cljenls t at jts prcparaljon will assure them of

ssjng the BCC lesls
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The rna l.er j a 1 s examined ftJt' I h .is p11 per came from four sou rccs:
Divjs.ion of Extended EducaUon, CuUfornJa Stale Un.ivers.lly
gue~ "H.i lls;

f

'·
Language CommunicaUon Inst.l tutc {los Angeles) i La

Habra City School D.istr.ict; and Santa Ana Un.iiied School

strict.

.

~In

most cases the materials consJst of Rample test quesUons

'

.

· v.ided by the person or agency g.lv.lng the jhslrucUon.
at

jn-

o-

.i

Acco

to

least one instructor (CSU Dominguez Hills), many of the quest ons
Thls

were· taken from earl.ier versions of the BCC culture test.

instructor boasted of hav.ing written some of the official test
quest. j ons.
Of the four sources from which material was obtained,

that from the

Litnguage Communication Institute was the most extensjve, consisting
of

1G7 pages of short. essays (391) on almo~t as many subjects (there

was some repetition) and 489 study

quesljo~;~s.

The listed conlrj-

butors were from Chicano and Mexican-American Studies programs of
unJversilies in the Les Angeles area (USC,

UCLA, Valley College,

Occidental, Cal State Long Beach) and from the Los

e

s

Un fied

School District.
Fjndings: One of the most significant
that

the authors of

f1nd!ngs of thjs ;analysjs was

the study quesUons and other materjals

basjc djstincthm among three groups of J-Uspanics: Mcxjcan
Americans, and Ch.icanos.

Wh_ile lhey admit

de a
, M xjcan-

to much overlappjng among

the d.istincUon seemed to be crjUcal for them a
'1 111 fl,
'ji s
reflected jn a heavy, almost exclusjve11! on a Chjcano socjal and
the groups,

political perspective throughout

lh

materials.

Ch j cano per spec U ve does not truly represc!),t
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s

mu h

that of mj 1 } j ons of

s

j
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is

nics in the United States,

it

could be called radical.

It

lei. be lr>rrned radictl also because the Cl1icano att.ltudc toward

u.s.

many test items is one of alienation and

nlmen'

in contrast to the attitude of those the Chicano

authors call Mcxican-1\m('ricans ancl whom they deride for wanting to
11

t hems e 1 v e s 1\ me r i c; ll1 s .

The analysjs of the materials from the four sources can be broken
down into three basic findings:
( 1) Only a

..

few i terns in the materials come close to touching

upon t::ontemporary Mexican life.
music,
lion,

Cultural information about

televis1on, sports, food, personalities,
industry, religion, etc.

transporta-

is practically non-existent •

..

While the history of Mexico is superficially and selective1 y covered in some of 1 he s l udy

•

q\J(.'S

ti ons (especially in

the mitlerial from the Language Communication Institute),
very little mention is given of any individual, event, or
ide a of i mpor lance a f ler the 1 9:~os.
The vast majm·i ly of the Spanish speaJdng LEP students in
biUn{:!:ual prof.!:rams arc culturally Jv)ex.ican, not Chicano.
Even when these students

ht~ve

been born in the U.S.,

the

culture of their homes is Mexican because their parents
arc rcl<ttively recent arrivals from that country.
seem th;ll

if

It would

the students jn lJjl.ingual classes are predom-

inately Mcxjcan,

te;1chcrs should be famjUar wjth Mexjcan

culture rather than wjth a culture that .is in many ways
.,

very dissimjlar.
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Even when
.in a

the materLtls cover Me:x1can b.islory,

very se.l cc t.i ve way.

Few Mexican women
'·

Ch.icana women) are mentioned but when

,

tor.ical character is altered
Chicanos wish to advance.

'

(as opposed

they are,

to conform

Sor Juana

•

t.h s i s d
to

thejr his-

to some .ide

h

z, for

Inez de la

.

example,

is not celebrated so much for her dis U ngu.i shed

17th century poetry but instead as an early fem.in.ist.

La

Mal.inchc Js selbcted for mention because she cooperated
with

(2)

the European Sp;1njards and

From all

this is a symbolic "no-no."

four sources the ·maU:r.l;tl deals predominate y wUh

Chicano ideas,

events,

and personalities.

jtems are almost al

fjgures menUoned .in the test
born Ch.i canos,
spectrum,

most of them on

some of

them at

of Hejes T.ijerjna,
Dolores Huerta,
Gutierrez,

l he left.

of

nodolfo "Corky" Gonzales,

Bert Corona,

Julj,an Nava,

Cesar Chavez,

Ed Hoybal,

two or

three

t.imcs .in

The or~ ani za t j ons lha t
U.S.

to be

pol.itjcal or.ientation:
(MJ\PJ\),

to

d

Jose Angel

la

r

the mater

re

ls

the same material.

the

re all

1 earn a bou

left of center jn the.ir

aU on

Mexjcan-J\mcr1c<m PoUUcal
,.1

Movim.ienlo EsluJanUl Chicano de Aztlan (

League of United Lat.in Amerjcan C.itjzens
Unjda,

cal

The names

Luis V

and Huben

! cachcrs must

based and are apt

American-

the pol.i t

the very {'Xlremc left.

lhc subject of quesLions in almost all of
somcUmes

The contemporary

Un.itcd Farm Workers,

and Education Foundallon

(

)

La

Mexjcan-Amer.ican Lega

(MJ\LDEF),

others ar<> repeatedly ment.ion<>d.
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the Brown !Jerets,

aza
f
and

se

The i

dc;IS

U ons

mp

are
1•

•I

(h

cL1ss .i

omphas
appca

ts arc revealing.

c

on

c n

s

j

n ques-

The following

occupat.ions:
on by Chicanos after 1846.
jn thjs.

(>
The loss of
f
They are commjtl

2. The> mocker

sl rucl 1 on and

eq

prolectjon under the law.

3. f3ejng forced

Anglos to
rop lheir cultural differences
and <ldopl the majorj l.y culture.

4.

•

U.S. policy on the
ntroducLion and use of undocumented
workers from Mexico js to look the other way when they
are needed a d expel them when they are not.

5. The gang problem.
6. The Treaty of Guadalupe fUdalgo and

the jgnorjng of its
guaranlees to the
rmer Mexican cjtizens by the U.S.
government and the American public.

7. The p;1chucos ;md zoot-std t ers as a response lo the denial
of the fulfjllmcn
of basjc human needs •

•
8. Chicano drop-out

ralc.

9. Mach.ismo
10. Socjal confUcl a
evidenced jn the poem "I Am Joaqujn"
by Corky Gonzales.
11. The fact that Mexjcan-Americans consider themselves
flmorjcans.

12. Oporation Wc>tba
13.

Skin color <1nd

1951.
the' clefin

tjon of mestjzo.

14. Aztlan.
M;tnifcst Dcsl ny and 1 Is effect on Chicanos.

15.

U.S.

lG.

The C;tlholjc Chu ch <lnd Mexicans.

17.

Theory of cultural pluraljsm jn contrast to the
"Melling Po
concept.

18.

Chjcanas and

the femJnJst movement.

-
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. ,.

·

-719. Cultural genocide.
20. Leader of the largest ;and most

violent str.ike of

the 198

\

21. U.S. Repatr.iaUon Program of the 1930s.
22. The barrio terms for sell-oul.

f
•\

23. The Virj.!;en of Guadalupe's s gnif.icance in the

~~ ____

nt

of Calholic.ism in Mexjco.

24.

rjaUsm in Mex.ico: The alUanccs of
can
s IH'ss a
nanc a
leaners wj th larg
can firms such <lS HCJi., General Tire, McDonald•s
tends to make Mexico economically dependent on the U.
and other n<1 t ions.

25. Class Mobility and RevoluUon:

e structural
socjely that take place lh
the revo
Lions
Mcx.ico, Russia, China, and Cuba.
The influence
1
ism and spec.ifjcally, Marxist-Lenjnis Soci
,
regard to the last three.
The new def.inj Uons of socioeconomic levels.
Why dJd these revolutions come about?
How have they succeeded?
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26. Welfare: Welfare js generally seen by the majorjty while
U.S. society tiS a form of charity rather than as an oblj
gatjon of the stale to care for'" the health and we 1 be ng
of j ts citizens.
The economic systom of the U.S. produces unemployment, h0nce many individuals on
lfa e
on .it through no fault of their own.
However on
n
welfare, people are often degraded and humilL1tcd.
Th s
att.itudc produces class conflict ;md, since many mjnoriti e s a r e on we 1 f a r e , r a c j a 1 pre j u (ij c c •
enc

27. Tc;1chcrs have genorally fallon prey to the
cducalc for mediocrjly.
(3)

Although

the Jijspanic LEP populat.ion

from many countries bcsidos Mex.ico, "dlh only one
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countries in the materials re
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j
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English-only init•}mive: writi
~

ll!ly P!ltlicllll
Thl! l'leo•ster

Oc14

\c;:,i-eY

5

<p ~ ~

ed Stale' o America and
pie of Cnlifoniia.
"This ~ion

the~

a final chapter on bili

fered by stAte, oottnly 1111d local
I!Overllmenl

Initiative
fo~<ee

l'1

~

lol

uallsm?

Ul~ANG.E .COU:N:i':l .l:U':GlSTER CON'!.

Wah C&luor!ll4 law• 01. bll.wgual
Dcatioll apiriD( ant JUT, W

!laid, the Legislature coo!d eliminate those aspects of biliJISulll education not contrOlled by me federal
government.
State Superintendent of PubL,
'lllstnlc:tim Bill &mig llllid tMt
while the state receives federal
(uDdina for bilin&UIIl-education

progritlns, state officillls determine how the pn~~rams will be implemented. A> a result. he Did. tl1L
pf01r&m.s could be challenged ill
court.
"1 think we're all qreed on a
pl," Honig said, "which is gettina Gb.iklren to learn English.
What's in dispute is the methodolo§.lf they nDtld tD challeqethln

on

•ltiodelllcY fll CIIIIIZI1 biUied M
IU'JII"'dment tD the state Cmutilution, J llllppGse tbey could ...
Most advocates of CalifDTlllfl En-

glish maintain that bilingual education in the state places too mu..:h
empbasi.s on ~e&dlini student>
aubjects in their native language
and not en!XII!h on ~s tnlining in English

Friuelle, wllo sent several hundred petitions to constituents ill his
monthly mailer in April, aid be
iDteods to turD wer .his political
orpnizatinn to suppon tbe UriUative il it qualifieS.

"We ha\'e gotten a

trer:1ero<•o~·

response from Orange Coum: . l.,
utd, "and we're going to v.-t.r~
very bard to see to it that th·
p&S!\e'!'."

Fnzzelle, v.·hose distnct mcluJv

Pllf1" of lAVily ethnic ~~ ..
AI;; ar,l Westminster, said th.

ne• j to earn English is most em
c;

~:"'!Oilf

the state's 11rowm!l HJ•

Ill tile mlddle of lids l!e!chbor·

flood Is llle Sllenandoa.ll Pl"es!lytel"ian
Cllurth. Eldl!rl}' Anglo~ ap.1nst till!'
CUllan !nOux lila! btfan mo"' than 2ll
rears aso ltlll to!lle w IIHr ~Brady,
1111! mlnlster. pmdl hill m'mllllS 1n Enr·
1lsh. fkpmSII:ls Ills iletitlll:!li ~
will sun~ ii'&W wll.ll the llii1Wim
of a younr Sp&lliSII•alc!llrm.ln1sll!'r,llom

Ill Tampa of Clban pi."'Dts.
Says Mr. Brady: "We'"' l!oplog to l!liVI!
llle flavor o! an International church, with·

out

losinf

our Anrlos."

A_..

Jb1ll A.tne!'iclEMrays !liM!!!
fusinc babel of laD~. When tile LPU
and Clark expeditl011 met a band o!
llead llldialls Ill Mo!!WIII Ill liOS, till!'
m bad to translate tl!e!T m~~v~m!:ion
lllrouch five
derst.and wl!at
bacltla.sb

Examiner /NnvsCenter -4 Poll, 63

agree.

~nt

or

"Ev~ woold ay, 1f Englmh ilm'l. the offidlil
~~~~~page of Odlfornia, tbe!l 'Why 11m 't it~ Let'I mate it
110,' "aid former U.S. Sen. SJ. Hayaltawl!., leader of the

Clllfornia English Campaign, wll!cll qualified tile mea·
ba.llot by a Juge ml!fgin ill June.

8Ufe lor the

25

-

[ J

19!l6

•

e listens

n ug

nt

sees· civil rig

threat i

'The use of a
bilingual ballot on
Election Day does
not diminish the
primacy of English
the remaining 364
days of the
·
year.'

ol Hispanic parents surlor their children to read and

do not need a consti·
Engilsh is impor-

and resources so
lists and into classes.

-

nrf>r>osi'<l English Language

John T rasvifta

California and corporate
in Spanish by
the Philip Morris Company and
California's Proposition 63 on the November
ballot would permit
resident to take court action against local and
government Q"'"''"'"•
he or she felt were not stopping the
English.

Perhaps most drastically, the English
Amendment threatens to prohibit the "'''n"n"''~
non-E'1glish-speaking crime victims or
since court trials constitute official state proceed·
mgs.
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